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and Electrical Engineering; University of Oulu, Infotech Oulu
Acta Univ. Oul. C 619, 2017
University of Oulu, P.O. Box 8000, FI-90014 University of Oulu, Finland

Abstract

This thesis presents measuring techniques as well as measured and simulated results with the aim
of helping the design of photovoltaic energy harvesting systems. Therefore, cost-effective
measurement setups were developed for collecting the amount of irradiation, for both stationary
and moving photovoltaic (PV) installations. The impact of the time resolution of solar radiation
data on estimating the available solar energy was investigated.

For moving PV installations, the dynamics and the rate of changes in the available irradiation
were studied in order to analyse the effects on maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms.
In addition, possibilities for harvesting PV energy in indoor environments were also investigated.

The main contribution of this thesis is the effective testing of PV cells and complete PV panels:
instead of measuring the characteristic I-V (Current-Voltage) response under strictly controlled
artificial illumination, photovoltaics are simply biased externally. Then, with the help of
synchronized thermography (ST), infrared (IR) images of the PV panel self-heating are recorded.
In the obtained IR-images, defected areas are seen as cold spots, since they are not biased by the
external power supply. From the calculated temperature variations, the size of the defect area can
be calculated and, thus, the loss in output power can be estimated. The method is shown to work
both with and without glass encapsulation.

Keywords: defect detection, energy harvesting, maximum power point tracking,
photovoltaic cell, photovoltaic panel, solar energy





Schuss, Christian, Mittaustekniikoita ja -tuloksia valosähköisten energiakeruu-
järjestelmien suunnittelun tueksi. 
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Tiivistelmä

Tämä työ esittelee mittaustekniikoita ja mitattuja ja simuloituja tuloksia aurinkoenergian keruu-
järjestelmien suunnittelun avuksi. Työtä varten kehitettiin kustannustehokas mittausjärjestelmä,
jonka avulla arvioitiin aurinkoenergian määrää sekä stationaarisen että liikkuvan valokennon
tapauksissa. Näiden lisäksi tutkittiin mittaustaajuuden vaikutusta arvioitaessa saatavilla olevan
aurinkoenergian määrää.

Liikkuvan PV (photovoltaic)-asennuksen avulla tutkittiin saatavilla olevan aurinkoenergian
vaihtelun suuruutta ja nopeutta tarkoituksena analysoida näiden vaikutuksia käytettäviin MPPT-
algoritmeihin. Tämä lisäksi tutkittiin myös valoenergian keruumahdollisuuksia sisätiloissa.

Työn tärkein kontribuutio on valokennojen ja kokonaisten valopaneelien toiminnallisuuden
testaamisen tehostaminen. Tyypillisesti PV:n toiminnallisuus varmistetaan tarkasti määritetyssä
ympäristössä suoritetun I-V -ominaiskäyrämittauksen avulla. Tämän työn menetelmä on yksin-
kertaisesti biasoida PV:t ulkoisesti, minkä jälkeen ST (synchronized thermpgraphy) -kuvauksen
avulla määritetään PV-paneelien itselämpenemistä kuvaavat infrapunakuvat. Paneelin vioittuneet
alueet erottuvat IR-kuvissa kylminä alueina ulkoisen biasoinnin puuttuessa. IR-kuvista havai-
tuista lämpötilavaihteluista on mahdollista määrittää vioittuneen alueen koko ja siten arvioida
myös menetettyä lähtötehoa. Kyseisen metodin toimivuus osoitettiin niin lasikoteloiduilla kuin
ilman sitä olevilla PV-paneeleilla.

Asiasanat: aurinkoenergia, aurinkopaneeli, energiankeruu, maksimitehopisteen
seuranta, valosähköinen aurinkokenno, vian etsintä
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List of abbreviations and symbols

a-Si amorphous silicon

AC alternating current

ALS ambient light sensor

AM air mass

CFL compact fluorescent lamp

CMPPT current-based maximum power point tracking

DAQ data acquisition

DLIT dark lock-in thermography

DC/DC direct current-to-direct current

DSP digital signal processor

IC integrated circuit

INC incremental conductance

IoT Internet of Things

IR infrared

FF fill factor

FPGA field-programmable gate array

LED light emitting diode

Li-ion lithium-ion

Li-po lithium-polymer

LIT lock-in thermography

MB model-based

MCU microcontroller unit

MPP maximum power point

MPPT maximum power point tracking

NOCT nominal operating cell temperature

OS operating system

P&O perturb and observe

poly-Si polycrystalline silicon

PFM pulse frequency modulation

PV photovoltaic

PWM pulse width modulation
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ST sychronized thermography

STC standard test conditions

USB universal serial bus

VMPPT voltage-based maximum power point tracking

WSN wireless sensor network

A ideality factor
Ageometric,effective

effective geometric area of a photovoltaic cell
Ageometric,defect

defect geometric area of a photovoltaic cell

Ageometric,total total geometric area of a photovoltaic cell

Apv size of a photovoltaic panel

AST,defect estimated defect area of a photovoltaic cell with synchronized thermog-

raphy

Ev illumination

FF fill factor

Icharger output current of a charger

Iharvester output current of a photovoltaic energy harvester

Impp current in the MPP

Iout output current

Iph photo current

Iphone,idle current a smartphones’ battery is discharged in idle mode

Is saturation current

Isc short-circuit current

I-V current-voltage

k Boltzmann’s constant

kpv factor for considering the material of the photovoltaic panel and type of

light source

K(Isc) temperature coefficient of the current

K(Pmpp) temperature coefficient of the power

K(Voc) temperature coefficient of the voltage

Mi factor for current-based maximum power point tracking

mpv material of the photovoltaic panel

Mv factor for voltage-based maximum power point tracking
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N number of verification points

Nh number of horizontal verification lines

Np number of photovoltaic cells connected in parallel

Ns number of photovoltaic cells connected in series

Nv number of vertical verification lines

Pcharger output power of a charger

Pharvester output power of a photovoltaic energy harvester

Pideal ideal power

Pmpp power in the maximum power point

Pmpp,reference power in the maximum power point of a reference

Pmpp,sample power in the maximum power point of a sample

Pout output power

Pphone,charging power consumption of a smartphone in charging mode

Pphone,idle power consumption of a smartphone in idle mode

Ppv output power of a photovoltaic panel

P-V power-voltage

q charge of an electron

Qbattery capacity of a smartphones’ battery

rT alternation rate of the temperature

rT,u alternation rate of the temperature, upward ramp

rT,d alternation rate of the temperature, downward ramp

rλ alternation rate of the irradiation

rλ ,u alternation rate of the irradiation, upward ramp

rλ ,d alternation rate of the irradiation, downward ramp

Rs series resistance

Rsense resistance for the current measurement

Rsh shunt resistance

T temperature

Tamb ambient temperature

Taverage average temperature

Tc photovoltaic cell temperature

Tnoct nominal operating cell temperature

Tref temperature at reference conditions

tstandby available standby time of a smartphone

Tthreshold threshold temperature
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V1 voltage sensed to calculate the photovoltaic cell temperature

V2 voltage sensed to calculate the ambient temperature

V3 voltage sensed to calculate the irradiation

Vbattery voltage level of a smartphones’ battery

Vcharger output voltage of a charger

Vmpp voltage in the maximum power point

Voc open-circuit voltage

Vop operating voltage

Vout output voltage

Vref reference voltage

Vsense voltage drop on the resistance for the current measurement

αpv alignment of a photovoltaic panel

∆λ difference in the amount of irradiation

∆cond difference in the ambient conditions

∆I difference in current

∆P difference in power

∆Pmpp difference in power in the maximum power point

∆T difference in temperature

∆V difference in voltage

ηdc/dc efficiency of a power converter

ηfixed efficiency of operating at a fixed voltage level

ηharvester efficiency of a photovoltaic energy harvester

ηmppt efficiency of maximum power point tracking

ηpomppt efficiency of the perturb and observe algorithm

ηpv efficiency of a photovoltaic cell/panel

ηstorage efficiency of charging/discharging a storage element

ηvmppt efficiency of voltage-based maximum power point tracking

λ solar radiation level

λ approximate estimated amount of solar radiation with the reduced sampling rate

λ data estimated amount of solar radiation with the original sampling rate

λ ref solar radiation level at reference conditions
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, we are surrounded by electronics and a life without electronics is unthinkable.
We depend on all the functionalities of portable and wearable devices which we use in
our daily lifes. But, no matter how powerful electronic devices such as smartphones,
smartwatches and activity trackers are, they are rendered unusable in cases when the
battery runs out of energy. At present, the battery capacities are stagnant with the
increased energy demand of all the embedded functionalities and, therefore, devices run
out of power during the day [1].

For various applications, photovoltaic (PV) energy harvesting is used to overcome
the limited energy capacities of non-rechargeable batteries, for example within wireless
sensor network (WSN) nodes [2], [3]. Generally speaking, solar energy has become one
of the most promising energy resource for the near future, especially to substitute energy
obtained from fossil fuels such as oil, coal, or gas [4], [5]. Solar energy as a power
source is not only of interest for large-scale energy production. It is worth noting that
solar energy provides the highest power density in comparison to other possible sources
for energy harvesting such as piezoelectric and thermoelectric generators [6], [7].

However, solar power is not a constant source of energy and ambient conditions have
a strong impact on the obtainable power of PV cells [8], [9]. Moreover, environmental
conditions indoors differ greatly from the ones outdoors. Furthermore, the circumstances
for harvesting PV energy on top of surfaces of moving objects (e.g. bicycles) vary from
the circumstances on top of stationary objects (e.g. buildings). Thus, ambient conditions
need to be analysed and taken into account when designing PV energy harvesters so that
applications can harvest enough energy during the day and do not run out of power over
night [2], [3].

The system structure and design of a photovoltaic energy harvester can be seen as a
system-wide optimisation problem. However, one important aspect is that in many types
of applications the area for deploying PV cells is limited and, thus, the opportunity for
harvesting PV energy. Possible areas on electronic devices can be found, for example on
the back of a smartphone or on the wristband of a smartwatch or activity tracker. Hence,
the focus of this thesis lies on optimising the degree of efficiency of the PV cells and to
maximise the possible energy for charging portable and wearable devices.
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In the case of consumer electronics, often, low-cost, low-power photovoltaics are
used. It is crucial to evaluate their performance, in particular to analyse the structure for
potential weaknesses. It is worth noting that a defect in one PV cell in a PV panel can be
the cause for a significant drop in the output performance of a PV panel. Here, a method
can be helpful which is capable of defecting defects in PV panels and without the need
of precisely controlled optical excitation.

An ambient light sensor (ALS) which is embedded in a smartphone can be used for
assisting the positioning of PV panels. Thus, the properties of these types of sensors are
studied in this thesis. Considering future applications, such as embedded sensors in
smart homes, energy harvesting will become more and more important [10], [11]. In the
case of smartphones, sensors can also be helpful in localising beneficial locations for
photovoltaic energy harvesters [12], [13]. In particular, in indoor environments, the
amount of available light is significantly lower than outdoors and depending on the
location, for example the distance from the light source.

1.2 Research scope and methodology

The aim of this thesis is to improve the overall outcome and degree of efficiency
of photovoltaic energy harvesting systems (Paper I). Therefore, the focus lies on
measurement setups and approaches which allow valuable data on environmental
parameters such as the available amount of light for stationary (Paper VI) and moving
PV installations (Paper II) to be obtain.

In addition, measured and simulated results are presented which help the design of
energy harvesters for indoor (Paper III) and outdoor environmental conditions (Paper
II and VI). Furthermore, measurement techniques are demonstrated which allow this
thesis to investigate the performance of PV cells and panels (Paper IV and V). Figure 1
illustrates the basic system structure of a photovoltaic energy harvesting system, for
example for portable electronic devices such as smartphones (Paper I and III).

Fig. 1. Basic system structure of a photovoltaic energy harvesting system.
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One of the main scopes of research work presented in this thesis is on detecting defects
in PV cells and panels which lower the outcomes of photovoltaic energy harvesting.
Thus, in this thesis, synchronized thermography was used as a method which is capable
of analysing PV cells. The method is suitable to analyse the performance of PV cells
before and after glass encapsulation. The main goal is to obtain a visual image on the
health of a PV cell in a PV panel (Paper IV and V).

This thesis also presents an approach for collecting ambient condition data at low
costs (Paper VI). This approach can be used for studying the performance of stationary
PV installations (Paper VI) as well as moving PV installations (Paper II). Integrating
photovoltaics into portable and wearable devices represent a new environment for
photovoltaic energy harvesting. Thus, it is crucial to understand the circumstances for
harvesting PV energy and the rate of change in ambient conditions and its effects on the
available output power of PV cells and panels.

Moreover, the difference between indoor (Paper III) and outdoor environmental
conditions (Paper II and VI) is studied. It is shown that the spectrum of light sources
indoors differs from the spectrum of the sun outdoors (Paper III). In addition, it is
demonstrated that users of electronic devices have the opportunity to improve the
outcomes of photovoltaic energy harvesting. Indoors, the position of the photovoltaic
energy harvester is crucial. If users are able to locate the most beneficial location for their
photovoltaic energy harvesters, the output power of the harvester is greatly improved.
Here, the use and properties of integrated sensors in smartphones are discussed which
allow users to evaluate their surroundings (Paper III).

The methodology used in this work is an empirical design and engineering approach
for developing, testing and evaluating the proposed methods and techniques. This
work discusses the following research questions: how defects in PV panels can be
detected and how can the impact on the output performance be estimated; which are the
opportunities for photovoltaic energy harvesting indoors and on top of moving objects
(e.g. bicycles); what is the required sampling rate to provide energy predictions with a
suitable high accuracy and what is the required reaction speed of maximum power point
tracking algorithms?

1.3 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 provides a background of using photovoltaics as an energy harvesting source.
More precisely, the different power densities of possible energy sources are discussed.
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In addition, the characteristic non-linear output behaviour of the output power of
photovoltaics is shown. The focus lies on the I-V (Current-Voltage) curve and impacts
on the available output power of photovoltaics. The relevant parameters are given,
which are a useful evaluation on the quality of different PV technologies. Moreover, the
single-diode PV simulation model is shown, which is commonly used for modelling of a
PV cell as a power source for different types of applications.

In Chapter 3, it is shown how much output power from PV cell and panels can be
obtained if the operating voltage is held constant at a fixed voltage. Commonly, this
method of fixing the operating point to a fixed voltage level is used in conventional
available photovoltaic energy harvesters. In order to achieve a better degree of efficiency,
control strategies need to be used, more precisely maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) algorithms. Examples for MPPT techniques are presented, which allow
optimising the amount of power to be obtained from PV cells and panels.

In Chapter 4, at first the stationary circumstances for PV installations are analysed
(Paper VI). A low-cost data acquisition system is shown which is capable of collecting
ambient data such as irradiation for the simulation of PV systems. Furthermore, it is
shown which impact the sampling rate has on estimating the amount of insolation, for
example for an entire day. Later, a comparison is provided between the circumstances
for photovoltaic energy harvesting in stationary applications (e.g. on top of buildings)
and moving installations (e.g. bicycles). Here, the focus lies on the alternation rate of
the solar radiation level which is crucial for designing maximum power point tracking
techniques (Paper II).

Furthermore, in Chapter 4, the circumstances for harvesting photovoltaic energy
under indoor environmental conditions are analysed. It is shown that the power density is
about a factor of 1:1000 less compared to outdoor environmental conditions and depends
strongly on the distance and type of light source. In addition, the power requirements of
smartphones are studied and the opportunities for solar energy production on top of
portable and wearable devices. Finally, the possibility for finding the most beneficial
location for photovoltaic energy harvesting in indoor environments with the help of the
ambient light sensor (ALS) in smartphones is studied (Paper I and III).

Chapter 5 is the main chapter of the thesis, in which synchronized thermography is
described as the method to characterise PV cells. Commonly, PV cells are connected in
series to increase the output voltage. In the beginning of the chapter, the influence of the
weakest PV cell on the interconnection is discussed and, thus, the necessity to evaluate
the health of PV cells. In a series connection of PV cells in a panel, for example 18
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PV cells, a defect in one PV cell can significantly lower the output performance of the
entire PV panel. In this chapter, measurement results obtained with the help of electrical
verification are compared with calculations of temperature variations in infrared (IR)
images obtained with the help of synchronized thermography (Paper IV and V).

Commonly, conventional PV panels are protected by glass. Thus, PV panels were
constructed with and without glass protection so that measurements could be taken for
both situations. For both case scenarios, it is demonstrated that temperature variations
in IR-images correlate with the loss in power measured with the help of electrical
verification and with the size of the area with a defect. Furthermore, is shown that
IR-images can be used to estimate the loss in output power of PV panels (Paper IV and
V).

The last chapter of this thesis presents a discussion of the major findings, outcomes
and contributions of this research work. The focus of this summary lies in Chapter 5 in
which the method is described to successfully evaluate the health of PV cells in PV
panels and estimate the output performance without the need of electrical verification,
commonly used in available literature. In addition, an outlook on future work is provided.
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2 Photovoltaic energy harvesting

2.1 Power density of different energy harvesting technologies

Nowadays, energy harvesting is popular for various types of applications such as
embedded systems and wireless sensor network (WSN) nodes. The common goal is
to prolong the operating life time, especially in the case of WSN nodes [2]. Table 1
presents the power density of different energy harvesting sources. It can be seen that
photovoltaics provide a higher power density in comparison to other energy harvesting
sources such as piezoelectric and thermoelectric generators [3], [6], [7], [14], [15].

Table 1. Power densities of different harvesting technologies [3], [6], [7], [14], [15].

Harvesting technology Usage information Electrical power density

Photovoltaic cells outdoors at noon 15 – 100 mW/cm2

Photovoltaic cells indoors close to light soure 100 – 1000 µW/cm2

Photovoltaic cells indoors on office desk 6 µW/cm2

Piezoelectric inserted in shoes 330 µW/cm3

Vibration small microwave oven 116 µW/cm3

Thermoelectric 10 ◦C gradient 40 µW/cm3

Biochemical from fuel cells 2 µW/cm2

Acoustic noise 100 dB 960 nW/cm3

For the design of photovoltaic energy harvesters, several factors have to be taken into
account. Firstly, the characteristics and the output behaviour of photovoltaic cells have
to be considered. Secondly, the type of system topology of the PV energy harvester
has to be decided, for example whether batteries or other storage elements such as
ultracapacitors are included into the harvester. Finally, the features of application and its
power requirements have to be evaluated to fulfil its energy demands [7].

Thus, it can be stated that the implementation of photovoltaic energy harvesting
represents a system-wide optimisation problem in which changes on the input side, for
example the choice of the type and size of photovoltic cells affect the performance of the
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supplied application on the output side. It is especially, crucial to consider the available
light intensities of the surroundings when choosing the size of photovoltaics for PV
energy harvesters.

2.2 Operating principle of a photovoltaic (PV) cell

Basically, a silicon PV cell consists of a pn junction which is doped to form a p-layer
and a n-layer, as shown in Figure 2. The p-layer contains easily moveable holes, while
the n-layer contains easily moveable electrons. Light in the form of photons generates
electron-hole pairs. Generated charges are separated by the built-in electric field and
brought to the contacts. Thin front contacts are collecting electrons on the front side of
the PV cell [16].

However, not every photon is suitable to generate electron-hole pairs. For example,
if the available energy of the photon is too low, the electron falls back to the original
state. Similarly, if the given energy of the photon is too high, only a part of the energy
is used for the creation of an electron-hole pair. In addition, some of the photons go
through the PV cell and, thus, are left unused, while others are reflected by the front
contacts and surface [16].

Fig. 2. Basic structure of a photovoltaic cell [16].

The capability of the photovoltaic cell to absorb photons at different wavelengths
depends on the material of the cell. As seen in Figure 3, the spectrum sensitivity of
a polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) and amorphous silicon (a-Si) PV cells differ from
each other. PV cells made out of poly-Si can collect photons over a wider wavelength
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spectrum than PV cell made out of a-Si. The main difference between indoor and
outdoor environmental conditions is the intensity and spectrum of the light source.
Outdoors, a broad spectrum from the sunlight is available whilst indoors, light sources
are designed to match the visible light spectrum of the human eye, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. Spectrum range of photovoltaic cell materials (poly-Si and a-Si) [17].

Fig. 4. Global sunlight spectrum (AM1.5) [18] and visible light spectrum (human eye) [19].

The power of a light source which is perceived by the human eye is weighted by the eye
response shown in Figure 4 and is described by the luminous flux whose unit is defined
as lumen (lm). For reference, a monochromatic light source with an optical power of
1/683 watt at a wavelength of 555 nm is used to generate a luminous flux of 1 lm. The
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illuminance of a surface is the luminous flux incident per unit area and has the unit lux
(lx), 1 lx = 1 lm/m2.

The generated photocurrent of a photovoltaic cell is proportional to the amount of
light. Under indoor conditions, the available light sources indoors are designed to match
the visible light spectrum of the human eye. However, the available light of different
lamps is much lower compared than the available light of the sun outdoors. Indoors, the
illuminance of surfaces (Ev) measured in lx varies with different light sources and also
depends on the distance to the light source, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Examples of different light intensities indoors [20] c©[2016] IMEKO.

2.3 Output behaviour of photovoltaics

The characteristic non-linear I-V (Current-Voltage) curve illustrates the output current of
photovoltaics which can be obtained at a particular output voltage level [21], [22], as
illustrated in Figure 6. The power of an ideal PV cell or panel (Pideal) can be derived
from the multiplication of the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the short-circuit current
(Isc). The power of a real PV cell or panel also referred as the power in the maximum
point (Pmpp) is the multiplication of the voltage in the maximum power point (MPP)
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(Vmpp) and current in the MPP (Impp), as seen on the P-V (Power-Voltage) curve in
Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Characteristic output behaviour of photovoltaics (I-V curve and P-V curve).

Although a PV cell or panel acts like a current source, the generated photocurrent
depends on the voltage of the cell or panel. Here, the fill factor (FF) can be used as a
simple parameter to measure this effect. Graphically, the maximum available power, in
other words the power in the MPP (Pmpp), is the largest rectangle which can be drawn
between the I-V curve and the axes, as illustrated in Figure 6. This amount of power is
compared with the ideal power of a PV cell or panel (Pideal) equal to the rectangle which
is obtained by multiplying the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the short-circuit current
(Isc) with each other, as obtained in Equation (1).

FF =
Pmpp

Pideal
=

Vmpp× Impp

Voc× Isc
(1)

2.4 Simulation and modelling of photovoltaics

PV simulation models are helpful for studying the output behaviour of photovoltaics
at different environmental conditions. The single-diode model is frequently used as
the equivalent electric circuit to model photovoltaics [23–26]. For a single PV cell,
the schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 7 and the output current (Iout) can be
obtained as follows [23–26]:

Iout = Iph− Is(e
q(Vout+Iout Rs)

AkTc −1)− Vout + IoutRs

Rsh
(2)
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where Iph is the photo current, Is is the saturation current, q is the charge of an electron,
Vout is the output voltage, Rs is the series resistance, A is the ideality factor of the pn
junction, k is Bolzmann’s constant, Tc is the PV cell temperature, and Rsh is the shunt
resistance.

Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit of a PV cell [IV]. c©[2016] IEEE.

A PV panel consists of a parallel-series connection of multiple cells to increase the
output power and voltage, as shown in Figure 8. For a complete PV panel, Iout can be
calculated as follows [23–26]:

Iout = NpIph−NpIs(e
q(NpVout+NsIout Rs)

NpNsAkTc −1)−
Np
Ns

Vout + IoutRs

Rsh

(3)

where Np is the number of PV cells connected in parallel with one other and Ns is the
number of PV cells connected in series with one other. It is worth noting that there
are several more equations needed in order to fully calculate the equivalent circuit and
behaviour of photovoltaics [8], [9], [23–27].

2.5 The concept of the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT)

Generally speaking, it is difficult to obtain the PV cell temperature due to the complexity
of the thermal environment. When a PV cell is illuminated with radiation of sunlight,
the received photons lead to direct electricity production, while the remaining power
of the received photons is converted into heat. Thus, the temperature of the PV cell
(Tc) elevates and raises above the ambient temperature (Tamb). In this way, Tc can be
described as a function of Tamb and the irradiation (λ ) [25], [28], [29].

When PV cells are connected with each other and placed into panels, glass and
metal frames are added to protect them from impacts from the environment. In addition,
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Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit of a PV panel [IV]. c©[2016] IEEE.

PV cells are covered with antireflective coating in order to minimise the reflection of
sunlight and, therefore, increase the amount of absorbed light by the PV cells. The
fraction of the sunlight which is not absorbed by the PV cells influences the temperature
of the PV cells [25]. This influence can be quantitatively evaluated and estimated with
the help of a linear approximation [25], [30], as follows:

Tc = Tamb +(Tnoct −Tre f )
λ

λre f
(4)

where Tnoct is the nominal operating cell temperature, Tref is the temperature at reference
conditions and λ ref is the solar radiation level at reference conditions. Tnoct at open-
circuit conditions with the following conditions: AM1.5, λ ref = 800 W/m2, Tref = 20 ◦C,
and Tamb = 20 ◦C. In addition, wind speed is given as 1 m

s , while the tilt angle of the PV
panel is 45 ◦. The rear surface of the PV panel is kept free and is exposed to the wind. It
is worth noting that these conditions differ from the standard test conditions (STC). As a
result of this setup, the difference between the PV cell temperature (Tc) and the ambient
temperature (Tamb) is dependent on the solar radiation level.

The concept of nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) is useful for estimating
the PV cell temperature at different ambient temperatures [25], [28], [29], [31]. In
addition, the concept is helpful, for example for calculating the I-V curve at different
ambient conditions from obtained I-V curves [25]. The design of the PV panel, used
materials and packaging density have a significant impact on Tnoct of about 5 ◦C.
Furthermore, the mounting conditions have a strong impact on the possible heat
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transfer. For example, if the rear surface of the PV panel cannot exchange heat with the
environment (i.e., the PV panel is mounted without an air gap directly on the roof), Tnoct

increases by about 10 ◦C [32]. Typical Tnoct are in the range of 42 to 50 ◦C [25], [28],
[32].

2.6 Operating principle of a photovoltaic energy harvesting circuit

Basically, the simplified photovoltaic energy harvesting circuit contains photovoltaics as
a power source on the input side, and a power sink, for example a battery, on the output
side, as shown in Figure 9 [33], [34]. Between these two components, a maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) technique is often used which allows collecting the energy
from the photovoltaics efficiently. In the hardware implementation of MPPT, a control
circuit such as a microcontroller unit (MCU), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
a digital signal processor (DSP), etc., is often present, which is tracking the MPP and
controlling the pulse width modulation (PWM) of the power converter [34]. In addition,
analog MPPT implementations are available.

Fig. 9. Basic structure of a photovoltaic energy harvesting circuit.

Esram et al. [35] have noted at least 19 distinct strategies in their work on how to perform
MPPT. Subudhi et al. [34] compared MPPT techniques based on control strategies (i.e.
indirect control, direct control, and probabilistic control), number of control variables
(i.e. voltage, current, irradiation, and temperature), types of circuitry (i.e. analog
circuit and digital circuit) and cost. Similarly, Saravanan et al. [33] categorised MPPT
algorithms based on circuit complexity, type of application, hardware ability, response
time, and efficiency of MPPT.

However, this thesis will limit its discussion in Chapter 3 to the most common MPPT
methods and techniques which are used, for example in integrated circuits (ICs) for
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energy harvesting. One example for these types of ICs is the LTC3105 from Linear
Technology Corporation used in the PV energy harvester in Chapter 4.4.

A DC/DC (direct current-to-direct current) converter is required to convert the
voltage from the photovoltaics on the input side to the voltage of the battery on the
output side. For example, a lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery has a voltage level of about
3.7 V, while a single PV cell has a voltage of about 0.6 V in the MPP. However, the
best suitable operating voltage (Vop) does not stay constant and varies with the solar
radiation level (λ ) and the PV cell temperature (Tc).

In Figure 10, the I-V curve of a PV cell is illustrated at different irradiation and
temperature levels. The I-V curves were obtained with the help of computer simulations
which were carried out with the available data from the manufacturer Blue Chip Energy
GmbH. Table 2 summarises the available data including the efficiency of the PV cell
(ηpv), and the temperature coefficients for current K(Isc), voltage K(Voc) and power
K(Pmpp).

Fig. 10. I-V curve: Impact of different irradiation and temperature levels.

Furthermore, in Figure 10, it can be seen that the position of the MPP varies with
changes in the PV cell temperature (Tc). If Tc increases, the open-circuit voltage of
a crystalline silicon PV cell (Voc) decreases by – 2.2 mV

◦C and, thus, the power in the
MPP (Pmpp) by – 0.5 %

◦C [36], [37]. The MPP also varies with irradiation (λ ). These
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circumstances require a change in the operating voltage on a frequent basis in order to
operate in or close to the MPP [35].

Table 2. Data of the Blue Chip PV cell.

Parameter Value

Pmpp [W] 4.140

Vmpp [V] 0.515

Impp [A] 8.039

Voc [V] 0.613

Isc [A] 8.602

ηpv [%] 17.44

K(Isc) [ %
◦C ] 0.03

K(Voc) [ %
◦C ] – 0.38

K(Pmpp) [ %
◦C ] – 1.50

AM1.5; λ = 1000 W/m2; Tc = 25 ◦C

standard test conditions (STC)

Here, the MPPT controller adjusts the apparent load so that the operating voltage (Vop)
and, thus, the output voltage of the PV panel (Vout) stays as close as possible to the
instantaneous MPP and the voltage in the MPP (Vmpp). The PV cell temperature Tc has
a strong impact on the position of the MPP, however, changes in the temperature of the
PV cell or panel occur slowly.
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3 Maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
techniques

3.1 Techniques used in commercial energy harvesting integrated
circuits

3.1.1 Perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm

The perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm is one of the most commonly used MPPT
algorithm in large PV installations, but also in energy harvesting ICs such as the SM72441
and SM72442 from Texas Instruments, Inc. Here, the MCU varies continuously the duty
cycle of the DC/DC converter in order to change the operating voltage (Vop) towards the
voltage in the MPP (Vmpp), as shown on the P-V (Power-Voltage) curve in Figure 11. In
iterative steps, Vop is either incremented or decremented to reach the MPP [35].

Fig. 11. Working principle of the P&O algorithm.

Since the exact voltage in the MPP (Vmpp) is unknown, it is unclear whether the current
operating point is on the left- or right-hand side of the MPP. Hence, the changes made
by the algorithm must be monitored to detect whether the outcome of the changes has a
positive or negative impact on the output power. The outcome of the observation affects
the perturbation in the next iteration. Table 3 summarises the working principle of the
P&O algorithm and possible situations.
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Table 3. Working principle of the P&O algorithm.

Perturbation Change in power Next perturbation

Positive Positive Positive

Positive Negative Negative

Negative Positive Negative

Negative Negative Positive

3.1.2 Voltage-based maximum power point tracking (VMPPT) and
current-based maximum power point tracking (CMPPT)

Even under changing ambient conditions, there is a strong linear dependency between
the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the voltage in the MPP (Vmpp). Similarly, there is
strong correlation between the short-circuit current (Isc) and the current in the MPP
(Impp). This kind of relationship can be used, for example to estimate Vmpp as a fraction
of Voc and set Vop according to that estimation. As shown in Figure 12, Voltage-based
maximum power point tracking (VMPPT) estimates the voltage in the MPP by using the
factor Mv, as explained by Equation (5), while current-based maximum power point
tracking (CMPPT) estimates the current in the MPP by using the factor Mi, as explained
by Equation (6) [35], [38].

Vmpp ≈Mv×Voc (5)

Impp ≈Mi× Isc (6)

Fig. 12. Working principle of the VMPPT and CMPPT algorithm.
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The VMPPT algorithm is used in energy harvesting ICs, for example in the LTC3105
from Linear Technology Corporation and in the SPV1050 from STMicroelectronics
NV. The value of the factors Mv and Mi depends on the used PV technology. Typical
values for Mv are in the range of 0.7 to 0.8, and for Mi are in the range of 0.75 to 0.95.
Simulations can be helpful to determine suitable factor values. In the case of VMPPT,
once Mv is determined, Voc is measured periodically. In this case, the factors Mv and Mi

are predetermined approximations, but the implementation can be done in a simple way
and at low-cost [35], [38].

When comparing the P&O algorithm with the VMPPT and CMPPT algorithm,
several differences between the two MPPT techniques can be found. Firstly, the VMPPT
operates on an assumption of the position of the MPP, while the P&O algorithm aims to
operate in the actual MPP of the PV cell or panel. Secondly, the P&O algorithm requires
two sensors to sense both, voltage and current, while based on the choice between
the VMPPT and CMPPT algorithm, only one sensor is required. Finally, the VMPPT
algorithm is less sensitive to fast changes in irradiation than the P&O algorithm. Chapter
4.2 presents simulation results of the two MPPT techniques.

3.2 Examples for other maximum power point tracking techniques

3.2.1 Incremental conductance (IncCond) method

The incremental conductance (IncCond) method utilises the shape of the P-V (Power-
Voltage) curve. In the MPP, the slope is zero, while the slope is positive on the left-hand
side of the MPP and negative on the right-hand side of the MPP, summarised as follows:


dP
dV = 0 at the MPP
dP
dV > 0 left-hand side of the MPP
dP
dV < 0 right-hand side of the MPP

(7)

Since
dP
dV

=
d(IV )

dV
= I +V

d(IV )

dV
∼= I +V

∆I
∆V

(8)

With the help of Equation (8), Equation (7) can be rewritten as follows:
∆I
∆V =− I

V at the MPP
∆I
∆V >− I

V left-hand side of the MPP
∆I
∆V <− I

V right-hand side of the MPP

(9)
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Equation (9) allows the position of the MPP to be track by comparing the instanta-
neous conductance ( I

V ) with the incremental conductance ( ∆I
∆V ). The IncCond method

increments or decrements the operating voltage (Vop) of the PV panel in order to reach
the voltage in the MPP (Vmpp). At the position of the MPP, Vop is equal to Vmpp. Once
Vop equals Vmpp, the operating voltage level is kept constant until a change in ∆I is
obtained. In the case of a change in ∆I, Vop is either incremented or decremented,
depending on the sign of ∆I [35], [39].

3.2.2 Model-based (MB) method

The model-based (MB) method utilises the well-known analytical expression of the
voltage in the MPP (Vmpp) as a function of the solar radiation level (λ ) and the PV cell
temperature (Tc), calculated as follows [40–42]:

Vmpp = A0 +A1Tc +A2ln(λ )+A3 ln2(λ ) (10)

where A1 to A3 are unknown model parameters which have to be computed with the help
of λ and Tc during normal operation of the PV panel. In [41], a simplified, single-diode
PV model is used for modelling the PV panel. With the help of this model, the solar
radiation level in Equation (10) can be expressed as a function of the output voltage and
current. In this way, Equation (10) can be rewritten as follows:

Vmpp = B1 +B2Tc +B3ln(
I

1+B5Tc
+B6e

V+B7I−B8
B9Tc )+B4ln2(

I
1+B5Tc

+B6e
V+B7I−B8

B9Tc )

(11)
where B1 to B9 are the unknown model parameters which need to be estimated. As seen
in Equation (11), this approach requires the measurement of the temperature of the PV
panel (Tc) which is not always easy to obtain. However, with the help of Tc, V and I, the
unknown model parameters B1 to B9 can be calculated [41], [42].

One of the weaknesses of this method lies in the non-linearity of the model parameters
B1 to B9. Thus, a complex iterative identification procedure for these parameters is
required which is also sensitive to the initial guess. In [42], this weakness is addressed
with the help of the weak dependence of the current in the MPP (Impp) on Tc and strong
dependence of Impp on the solar radiation level (λ ).

These circumstances can be used to simplify the equations of the model and find a
suitable value for the reference voltage (Vref) of the power converter [42], as follows:

Vre f =C1 +C2Tc +C3ln(I)+C4ln2(I) (12)
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As a result, the amount of unknown parameters of the model are reduced from nine
to four. Furthermore, the unknown model parameters C1 to C4 can be obtained in an
easy way by an ordinary least squares method. However, this modified version of the
MB method still requires the measurement of Tc, V and I.

3.2.3 Feedback voltage method

In [43], a simple MPPT controller is used as an external control loop within a commercial
available pulse frequency modulation (PFM) DC/DC converter. In comparison to the
P&O algorithm, the feedback voltage method is not required to measure the current of
the PV panel. The voltage of the PV panel is obtained and used for comparison with a
pre-calculated reference voltage. In this way, the duty ratio of the DC/DC converter is
modified on a continuous basis in order to reach the MPP [34], [43].

The propagation delay times of the comparators within the MPPT control circuit
have an impact on the tracking efficiency. However, one advantage of the feedback
voltage method is the simple design of the control loop. As a result, the overall power
consumption can be reduced and, therefore, the degree of efficiency of the MPPT
technique can be improved. The method is of interest for MPPT of low-power PV panels
and useful for different types of applications such as wireless sensor network (WSN)
nodes and powering autonomous sensors [3], [14], [43].

3.3 Effect of fast changes in irradiation

A part of the proposed MPPT algorithms which are summarised in [35] respond to
changes in ambient conditions. The performance of photovoltaics degrades age over time
and parameters such as the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the short-circuit current (Isc)
are degrading. Some MPPT algorithms do not consider this degradation. Algorithms also
need to respond correctly to the frequent changes in ambient conditions. Furthermore,
for example, if the irradiation changes quickly, some algorithms can cause failures, as
shown in the example of the P&O algorithm in Figure 13.

Starting at point A, a perturbation ∆V is performed. In the case the irradiation
increases, the ending point is B, in the case the irradiation remains unchanged, the
ending point is C. At point C, the right decision is made and the perturbation is reserved
due to the decreased power. At point B, the power has increased and, thus, the sign of
perturbation is kept. If the irradiation increases continuously, the sign of the perturbation
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Fig. 13. Problem of the P&O algorithm with fast changing ambient conditions.

remains the same, and the operating point moves off the MPP. This problem can
be avoided if a more complex version of the P&O algorithm is applied which uses
three-point weight comparisons [35].

3.4 Fixed operating voltage

Paper I investigates the structure of a conventional available PV energy harvester such
as the Patona 7-in-1 charger. Figure 14a shows a photograph of this conventional
charger, while Figure 14b shows the used integrated electronic circuit board within
this device. As seen in Figure 14b, the electronics of the charger are simple. A step
up-converter on the left-hand side of the circuit board is used to convert the voltage
of the lithium-polymer (Li-po) battery to the output voltage (Vop). The PV panel is
connected via a diode to the Li-po battery on the right-hand side of the circuit board.

As seen in Figure 14b, no MPPT algorithm is used or implemented within the
photovoltaic energy harvesting circuit of this charger. In this way, the operating voltage
(Vop) is not adjusted if the environmental conditions such as irradiation and temperature
are changing. The operating voltage depends on the open-circuit voltage of the PV panel
(Voc) and the voltage of the Li-po battery (Vbattery).

The Patona 7-in-1 charger contains a battery which can be charged either with the
help of the integrated PV panel or externally via the interface for the USB (universal
serial bus). In [44], the PV panel of the charger is measured. It is shown that a significant
higher solar radiation than under STC is needed to obtain a current of 80 mA which is
labelled on the back side of the charger.
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(a) Patona 7-in-1 charger (b) Electronic circuit board

Fig. 14. Patona 7-in-1 charger and integrated electronic circuit board.

Paper I evaluates the degree of efficiency of the system topology of the charger including
the impact of the position of the fixed operating voltage (Vop) and the obtained output
power (Pout) against the possible output power by continuous operation in the MPP
(Pmpp). Figure 15 illustrates the I-V curves and the MPP positions of the PV panel of the
Patona 7-in-1 charger at different irradiation levels.

At a solar radiation level (λ ) of 700 W/m2 and a PV cell temperature (Tc) of 25
◦C, the I-V curve was obtained with the help of the electronics presented in [45]. The
experimental measurements were then compared with the results from simulations. In
this way, the unknown parameters for the PV simulation model were obtained from the
experimental results [46]. As seen in Figure 15, if λ is smaller than 250 W/m2, the
operating point is on the right-hand side of the MPP, while it is on the left-hand side of
the MPP if λ is larger than 250 W/m2.

Table 4 summarises the obtained results, in particular the efficiency for using a fixed
operating voltage (ηfixed). It can be seen that with a PV cell temperature (Tc) of 25 ◦C,
the best degree of efficiency (ηfixed) is obtained at λ = 300 W/m2. In particular at a low
irradiation, for example at λ = 100 W/m2, a low efficiency is obtained. On the other
hand, above λ = 300 W/m2, the efficiency decreases as the irradiation increases due to
the increasing difference in terms of power (∆P) between the obtained output power
(Pout) and the possible power in the MPP (Pmpp).
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Fig. 15. I-V curve at different irradiation levels and MPP positions (Tc = 25 ◦C).

Table 4. Comparison between obtained output power (Pout) and power in the MPP (Pmpp).

λ [W/m2] Pmpp [mW] Pout [mW] ∆P [mW] ∆P [%] ηfixed [%]

100 23.32 21.17 2.15 9.22 90.78

200 50.11 49.66 0.45 0.90 99.10

300 78.23 78.14 0.09 0.12 99.88

400 107.21 106.63 0.58 0.54 99.46

500 136.84 135.12 1.72 1.26 98.74

600 166.95 163.60 3.35 2.01 97.99

700 197.59 192.09 5.49 2.78 97.22

800 228.40 220.58 7.82 3.42 96.58

900 259.76 249.06 10.70 4.12 95.88

1000 291.26 277.53 13.71 4.71 95.29
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4 Sensing environmental conditions

The availability of solar energy production varies across the globe. For instance, in
the Northern Hemisphere, the overall solar radiation, in particular during wintertime,
is lower in Scandinavia when compared with Central Europe and the Mediterranean.
Hence it is advisable that we optimise the use of this energy resource, particularly in
those regions with adverse circumstances for it, such as Canada and Scandinavia [47].

Sensing environmental information, especially the solar radiation level, is helpful
to design photovoltaic energy harvesters so that the size of PV panels and battery
capacity are sufficient for the conditions at the application site [2]. Moreover, in-
door environmental conditions represent a relatively new environment for PV energy
harvesting.

It is worth noting that the illumination of surfaces (Ev) indoors is much lower when
compared with the solar radiation level (λ ) outdoors. The difference is in the order of
1:1000 for the power density. Likewise, the circumstances for solar energy production
are different on top of stationary objects (e.g. buildings) compared with those on top of
moving objects (e.g. bicycles).

4.1 Obtaining environmental conditions

The simulation of PV systems requires ambient data in order to compute the available
energy, for example for a whole day [48]. However, there are different approaches in
terms of obtaining environmental data for the computation of the ideal power (Pideal)
and the power in the MPP (Pmpp) of photovoltaics. For example, Tsai et al. collected
environmental data themselves [24], [25], while Cristaldi et al. considered ambient data
from the local weather station [8], [9].

Paper VI presents an accurate, low-cost measurement setup for the collection of
ambient data such as solar radiation and temperature levels. The proposed measurement
setup consisted of three sensors: (i) to sense the PV cell temperature (Tc), (ii) to obtain
the ambient temperature (Tamb) and (iii) to measure the solar radiation level (λ ). As
illustrated in Figure 16, a data acquisition (DAQ) module was used to measure the
voltage from each of the three sensors: (i) V1 is the voltage sensed to calculate Tc, (ii) V2

is the voltage sensed to calculate Tamb and (iii) V3 is the voltage sensed to calculate λ .
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Fig. 16. Block diagram of the measurement setup [VI]. c©[2016] IEEE.

The short-circuit current (Isc) of photovoltaics is proportional to the solar radiation level.
This linear relationship is applied to probe λ with the help of a small PV cell (size: 5 x 5
cm); as obtained in Equation (13):

λ ∝ Iout =
V3

Rsense
whereas V3,max�Voc (13)

where V3 is the voltage, which is measured by the DAQ module; and Rsense is the resistor
for the current measurement. Figure 17 illustrates I-V curves of the used PV cell in the
measurement probe under various solar radiation levels and at a cell temperature of 25
◦C with an estimated uncertainty of ± 0.2 ◦C. As shown in Figure 16, NTC 1 was used
to monitor Tc during the characterisation of the PV cell at different solar radiation levels.
The size of Rsense was vital and was selected in order to stay in the linear range of the
PV cell. We chose Rsense as 53.6 Ω. Figure 18 shows the calibration process of the PV
cell with the estimated uncertainty band (Type A and Type B).

Fig. 17. I-V curves of the used PV cell (Tc = 25 ◦C). Revised from [VI]. c©[2016] IEEE.
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Fig. 18. Calibration of the used PV cell (Tc = 25 ◦C). Revised from [VI]. c©[2016] IEEE.

4.2 Efficiency of maximum power point tracking algorithms

Due to variations in environmental conditions, in practice, it is impossible to operate
always exactly in the MPP. Thus, the obtained output power (Pout) from photovoltaics is
lower than the power which can be obtained by operating continuously in the MPP
(Pmpp). This difference can be used to evaluate the degree of efficiency (ηmppt) of the
various available MPPT algorithms, obtained as follows:

ηmppt =

∫ T
0 Pout dt∫ T

0 Pmpp dt
×100 (14)

4.2.1 Analysing static and dynamic environmental conditions

As discussed in Chapter 2, the output power of photovoltaics depends on environmental
conditions such as the irradiation (λ ) and the PV cell temperature (Tc). In particular
the irradiation causes significant changes in the available current and voltage, more
precisely the short-circuit current (Isc) and open-circuit voltage (Voc) from photovoltaics.

In order to achieve a suitable high degree of efficiency of photovoltaic energy
harvesting, it is important that MPPT techniques are capable of following changes in the
output power of PV cells due to changes in ambient conditions. In this part, the focus
lies on studying the alternation rate of the irradiation (rλ ) to compare the circumstances
for harvesting PV energy on top of stationary objects (e.g. buildings) and on top of
moving objects (e.g. bicycles). Thus, we define the upward ramp (rλ ,u) which expresses
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the change from cloud cover to sunlight and the downward ramp (rλ ,d) which describes
the opposite situation.

rλ ,u =
dλ

dt

∣∣∣λ2

λ1
whereas λ2 >λ1

rλ ,d = dλ

dt

∣∣∣λ1

λ2
whereas λ2 >λ1

(15)

where dλ is the change in the irradiation during a certain period of time dt. Average
speeds of clouds are in the range of 10 – 30 m

s [49], causing shading at ground level in
the order of a few seconds [50]. If PV panels are placed on moving objects such as
vehicles, the velocity of the vehicle will have an impact on the speed the irradiation
changes ( dλ

dt ) for the PV installation installed on top of the vehicle. Therefore, changes
in environmental conditions are evaluated under static conditions in a time window of
one second, and with a time window of one millisecond in dynamic conditions.

4.2.2 Test profiles for maximum power point tracking algorithms

In literature, proposals have been made for MPPT test profiles which are helpful in
evaluating the efficiency of different MPPT algorithms. Ropp et al. propose a profile for
evaluating the performance of MPPT algorithms. Their test protocol consists of slow
ramps, fast ramps, and steady-state conditions [51]. Bründlinger et al. also suggested a
test sequence for the MPPT techniques. The rates for changes in the solar radiation level
( dλ

dt ) and, thus, for rλ ,u are,

from [51]:
for steady-state conditions: rλ ,u = 0
for slow ramps: rλ ,u = 10 W

m2 /s

for fast ramps: rλ ,u = 200 W
m2 /s

from [52]:
utmost case: rλ ,u = 100 W

m2 /s

The same values, but in negative form are obtained for rλ ,d.
In [51], there are steady-state conditions at 200 W/m2, 600 W/m2, and 1000 W/m2,

while in [52] no steady-state conditions are considered. However, in [52], the solar
radiation level varies between a minimum and a maximum solar radiation level for n

repetitions. Thus, the ramp gradient ranges from 0.5 W
m2 /s up to 100 W

m2 /s for the utmost
case.
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The sampling rate influences the definition of a suitable test pattern for an MPP
tracker based on the length of rλ ,u and rλ ,d. In Figure 19, the solar radiation level
alternates frequently between a minimum, an intermediate and a maximum level.
Naturally, these levels are not constant throughout the day. However, the intermediate
level makes the test profile in [51] more practical than the pattern proposed in [52].

Fig. 19. Situation for fixed PV installations: Solar radiation level during a part of a day.

4.2.3 Changes in the temperature of a photovoltaic cell

The measurement probe proposed in Paper VI recorded the ambient temperature (Tamb)
and PV cell temperature (Tc). As seen in Figure 10, changes in the PV cell temperature
(Tc) have a significant impact on the position of the MPP. Figure 20 shows the obtained
temperatures for a typical, partly cloudy day in July in the City of Oulu, Finland. The
solar radiation data for the same day can be seen in Figure 22.

Similar as for changes in the solar radiation level, the alternation rate for temperatures
( dT

dt ) can be calculated. We can define the upward ramp (rT,u) which represents
increases in temperature (T) and the downward ramp (rT,d) which expresses decreases in
temperature, obtained as follows:

rT,u =
dT
dt

∣∣T2
T1

whereas T2 >T1

rT,d = dT
dt

∣∣T1
T2

whereas T2 >T1

(16)

In Figure 20, during daytime, rT,u,max was as large as 0.39 ◦C/s while rT,d,max was as
large as – 0.52 ◦C/s. However, the average change in temperature (| dT̄

dt |) was small at
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Fig. 20. Situation for fixed PV installations: PV cell temperature and ambient temperature.

about 0.07 ◦C/s. As a result, a temperature variation of ± 0.1 ◦C/s caused a change in
the obtainable power in the MPP (Pmpp) of less than 0.05%.

Commonly, changes in the PV cell temperature (Tc) have a significant impact on the
position of the MPP. However, in a horizontal setup of the PV cell, the effective area of
the PV cell is small and, thus, the changes in Tc during a short time window. In this
work, the focus lies on the impact of changes in the irradiation on the position of the
MPP. For simplicity, changes in Tc are not taken into account.

Figure 21 shows the type of PV cell which was used as an irradiation sensor in Paper
II and VI. In comparison to conventional crystalline PV cells which are commonly
used in PV panels, the monocrystalline PV cell used for sensing the irradiation is
encapsulated by plastic instead of glass. In the measurement setup, nothing was attached
to the rear surface of the PV cell. Unfortunately, no datasheet is available from the PV
manufacturer to obtain the nominal operating cell temperature (Tnoct). Usually, Tnoct of a
monocrystalline PV cell is about 46 ± 2 ◦C (λ ref = 800 W/m2, Tamb = 20 ◦C) [53].

However, as discussed in Chapter 2.5, the design of the PV cell, the used material
and the packaging density have an impact on Tnoct. Tnoct of the used PV cell in the
irradiation sensor appears to be lower than 42 ◦C. As seen in Figure 20, Tc does not
rise much above Tamb, even though radiation from the sun is present. The observed
temperature difference is also affected by the alignment of the PV cell towards the
sun, which was horizontally in the measurement setup of Paper II and Paper VI. For
measurements of Tnoct, the tilt angle of the PV cell was 45 ◦.
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(a) Photograph of the used PV cell (b) Structure of the used PV cell

Fig. 21. PV cell used as irradiation sensor.

In general, the alternation rate of temperature is not a problem due to the thermal mass
of the glass. The time constant is in the order of one minute. However, in the City of
Oulu the temperature variations throughout the day are rather small. Thus, depending on
the region of PV installations, larger variations in temperature can be present which
cause larger variations of the maximum power point. Thus, it is advisable to analyse
the given outdoor environmental conditions when performing simulations of MPPT
algorithms.

4.2.4 Measurements for fixed installations of photovoltaics

Firstly, rλ is analysed for the case of fixed PV installations which are placed vertically
towards the zenith. Figure 22 shows the irradiation for a typical partly sunny, partly
cloudy day in July in the City of Oulu, Finland. In particular during the morning until
13:00, clouds frequently blocked the sun and, thus, a diffuse illumination was recorded.
The irradiation was measured with a sampling rate of 30 samples/s.

In fixed PV installations, fast changing environmental conditions can occur, for
example on a partly sunny, partly cloudy day. Figure 19 shows a segment of the day
which is shown in Figure 22. The time frame is 2000 seconds long and starts from about
10:30 when frequent changes in the amount of irradiation were present. The irradiation
alternates between the current lowest available solar radiation level (λ min) which is
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Fig. 22. Situation for fixed PV installations: Irradiation for a predominately cloudy day [VI].
c©[2016] IEEE.

Fig. 23. Situation for fixed PV installations: Irradiation for a sunny day [VI]. c©[2016] IEEE.

diffuse illumination, and the highest solar radiation level (λ max) which is direct sunlight.
At steady conditions, for example under direct sunlight, the irradiation can still vary.

However, changes in the available sunlight (rλ ) are only minor and in the order of a
few W

m2 /s. In Figure 19, rλ ,max was as large as 213 W
m2 /s. Thus, the fast ramps of 200

W
m2 /s proposed in [51] is more suitable than the ramps of 100 W

m2 /s proposed in [52] for
analysing the efficiency of MPPT algorithms (ηmppt). A variation in the solar radiation
level of 200 W/m2 can cause a variation in the voltage in the MPP (Vmpp) of about 1.5 to
4%, as obtained in Table 5. However, as seen in Figure 19, a change from λ = 200
W/m2 to 800 W/m2 and vice versa causes a variation in Vmpp of about 8%. The values
presented in Table 5 were obtained with help of the simulation of the Blue Chip PV cell.
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Table 5. Variation in the performance in the MPP.

λ [W/m2] Vmpp [V] Impp [A] Pmpp [W]

200 0.480 1.659 0.796

400 0.500 3.327 1.663

600 0.512 4.995 2.557

800 0.520 6.671 3.469

1000 0.527 8.337 4.394

AM1.5; Tc = 25 ◦C

4.2.5 Measurements of moving installations of photovoltaics

In fixed PV installations, shading is caused by cloud coverage or very slow shading
which is caused by trees or buildings. Here, for example the wind speed has an impact
on the rate of change of the solar radiation level (rλ ). However, if PV panels are installed
on top of movable objects such as bicycles or cars, changes in environmental conditions
can also occur due to shading of surrounding objects while moving, for example in
urban areas.

In moving PV installations, rλ is expected to be higher than in the case of stationary
PV installations. Paper II analyses the circumstances for MPPT algorithms to efficiently
control the operating voltage (Vop) in moving PV installations. Figure 24 shows the
configuration of the irradiation sensor unit, in which the same type of PV cell was used
as in Paper VI.

In Paper II, instead of using a DAQ module as in Paper VI for measuring the
voltage of the irradiation sensor (V3), a microcontroller, the ATmega328P with a 10 bit
A/D-converter, was used to obtain the voltage from the sensor (Vsense). The PV cell was
calibrated in the same way as for stationary PV installations. If needed, the accuracy
of the irradiation sensor can be improved, for example by adding a transimpedance
amplifier.

Figure 25 illustrates the measurement setup and shows the given ambient conditions.
While the sky was clear of clouds, partly shading was caused by the trees next to the
street. The irradiation sensors were installed horizontally on the roof of a vehicle
and the sampling rate was increased from 30 samples per second (as in stationary PV
installations) to 50 samples per second. The measurement was carried out from the
school in the north of the map in Figure 25a to the chapel in the south.
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Fig. 24. Configuration of the irradiation sensor [II] c©[2014] IMEKO.

(a) Map of the street for measurements (b) View of the street for measurements

Fig. 25. Measurement setup for moving PV installations.

At the start of the measurement recording process, the vehicle was passing through a
tree-avenue which caused frequent changes in the amount of illumination. Afterwards,
the vehicle was driving next to a parking lot which caused no shading on the roof of the
vehicle. During the entire measurement, the speed of the vehicle was held constant at 30
km/h, while the whole driving distance was about 300 metres. The measurement was
repeated three times in order to ensure that the collected environmental data by the
irradiation sensors is not random.
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Figure 26 shows the collected measurements. From these results, the maximum
size of the upward ramp (rλ ,max) for the individual sensors 1-4 was calculated and is
summarised in Table 6. It can be seen that similar results are obtained for the different
sensors and measurement sets.

Table 6. rλ ,max for sensors and measurement sets.

set 1 set 2 set 3

sensor 1 rλ ,max = 31.92 W
m2 /ms rλ ,max = 28.34 W

m2 /ms rλ ,max = 31.68 W
m2 /ms

sensor 2 rλ ,max = 27.47 W
m2 /ms rλ ,max = 32.20 W

m2 /ms rλ ,max = 26.34 W
m2 /ms

sensor 3 rλ ,max = 30.95 W
m2 /ms rλ ,max = 30.16 W

m2 /ms rλ ,max = 28.04 W
m2 /ms

sensor 4 rλ ,max = 31.70 W
m2 /ms rλ ,max = 33.49 W

m2 /ms rλ ,max = 27.47 W
m2 /ms

Furthermore, for moving PV installations, values for rλ ,max ranged from 549 W/m2

in 20 ms or 27.47 W
m2 /ms up to 670 W/m2 in 20 ms or 33.49 W

m2 /ms. This indicated
a change of 100 times faster than in stationary PV installations. The minimum and
maximum solar radiation levels (λmin and λmax) are summarised in Table 7. The effect
of the adaptation speed on a moving PV installation is studied next in Chapter 4.2.6.

Table 7. λ min and λ max for sensors and measurement sets.

set 1 set 2 set 3

sensor 1 λ min = 85 W/m2 λ min = 85 W/m2 λ min = 89 W/m2

λ max = 823 W/m2 λ max = 818 W/m2 λ max = 819 W/m2

sensor 2 λ min = 67 W/m2 λ min = 67 W/m2 λ min = 71 W/m2

λ max = 810 W/m2 λ max = 819 W/m2 λ max = 810 W/m2

sensor 3 λ min = 94 W/m2 λ min = 99 W/m2 λ min = 105 W/m2

λ max = 819 W/m2 λ max = 814 W/m2 λ max = 803 W/m2

sensor 4 λ min = 75 W/m2 λ min = 75 W/m2 λ min = 79 W/m2

λ max = 812 W/m2 λ max = 825 W/m2 λ max = 812 W/m2
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(a) Moving PV installation, measurement set 1

(b) Moving PV installation, measurement set 2

(c) Moving PV installation - measurement set 3

Fig. 26. Moving PV installation, collected measurement results.
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4.2.6 Simulating and calculating the efficiency of algorithms

The efficiency of a MPPT algorithm (ηmppt) depends on several factors, for example the
power consumption of the hardware and software required for implementing the MPPT
algorithm, the adaptation speed to changes in irradiation and PV cell temperature, and
the update frequency of parameters of an algorithm. The focus in this research work lied
on the impact of the updated frequency of vital parameters of MPPT on the efficiency of
MPPT algorithms.

A simulation model was created in MATLAB R© for investigating the impact of fast
changes in the amount of solar radiation which can occur on top of moving objects. The
aim of the simulation was to calculate the efficiency of the VMPPT (ηvmppt) and the
efficiency of the P&O algorithm (ηpomppt). The single diode model was used as the
equivalent electric circuit of one PV cell [24–26], [54–57] which is shown in Figure
7. As mentioned above, the impact of changes in the PV cell temperature ( dTc

dt ) are
minor and, thus, for simplicity, Tc was assumed to be constant at 25 ◦C in the simulation
model.

A standard monocrystalline PV cell was used in the simulation model. In the first
step, a data base of I-V curves for irradiation levels from 1 to 1000 W/m2 was created
which was used as a look-up table. In this way, the collected measurement data on
the amount of solar radiation (seen in Figure 26) could be used directly as an input
parameter for calculations. In the second step, the output power (Pout) and the efficiency
of the MPPT algorithm (ηmppt) were calculated with the help of the simulation model.

Figure 27 illustrates the impact of sampling vital parameters at different sampling
rates. On the example of the VMPPT algorithm, it is shown that the sampling position
of the open-circuit voltage (Voc) also has an influence on the calculation of the efficiency.
For the simulation, the irradiation data obtained by sensor 1 in measurement set 1 which
can be seen in Figure 26a was used. As mentioned before, the PV cell temperature is
assumed to be constant at Tc = 25 ◦C.

In Figure 27a, firstly, Voc is sampled 50 times per second, while secondly Voc is
updated once every second. At t = 0 s, a high irradiation is present and, therefore, a high
open-voltage is measured. However, after a drop in irradiation, a loss in output power
(Pout) is obtained until t = 1 s, when Voc is sampled again. The loss in output power is
more critical at a high irradiation level than at a low irradiation level. As seen in Figure
27a, at t = 6 s, Voc is sampled at a low solar radiation level. Afterwards, the irradiation
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(a) Output power comparison, 1 sample every 1 s

(b) Output power comparison, 1 sample every 2 s

(c) Output power comparison, 1 sample every 2 s, different positions

Fig. 27. Output power comparisons, collected simulation results (Figure 26a sensor 1).
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starts to rise and a loss in power is obtained, since Voc is not updated by the VMPPT
algorithm before t = 7 s.

In Figure 27b, a sampling rate for Voc of 1 sample every 2 s was used. Thus, it can
be seen that at t = 1 s, the information on Voc was not updated and the output power
remained low. In order to illustrate the impact of the sampling position, in Figure 27c,
the same sampling rate of 1 sample every 2 s was used. However, the sampling positions
were slightly shifted towards the right-hand side. This shift improved the performance
in terms of output power at t = 0.2 s. Moreover, during the high solar radiation level at t

= 6.2 s, a higher output power was obtained than before.
In Figure 27, it can be seen that the obtained output power (Pout) depends not only

on the sampling rate, but also on the sampling position. The obtained efficiency of the
VMPPT algorithm (ηvmppt ) was calculated as follows:

for Figure 27a: ηvmppt = 97.38%
for Figure 27b: ηvmppt = 96.58%
for Figure 27c: ηvmppt = 97.41%

As discussed in Chapter 4.2.4 and as seen in Table 5, a variation in the solar radiation
level (∆λ ) of 700 W/m2, in other words a change from 100 to 800 W/m2 and vice versa,
as seen in Figure 26, causes a variation in the voltage in the MPP (Vmpp) of about 7 to
8%. These voltage variations are the variations a MPPT algorithm needs to make when
setting the operating voltage (Vop). Especially, when a high power can be obtained, as
it is the case at λ of 800 W/m2, the response time of the MPPT algorithm is crucial.
MPPT algorithms rely on vital parameters which are updated on a frequent basis. In
Paper II, simulations of MPPT algorithms were carried out which reveal the impact of
the updated frequency of parameters on the efficiency of MPPT algorithms (ηmppt).

As seen before on the example of different sampling positions, the calculation of the
efficiency depends on the data, however, if parameters such as Voc are obtained at a
lower sampling rate, the efficiency of the MPPT algorithm is reduced. Figure 28 shows
the efficiency of the VMPPT algorithm (Mv = 0.85) for the different measurement sets
which are shown in Figure 27. For simplicity, the impact of sampling rate of Voc and,
thereby, disconnecting the PV panel from the power converter is not taken into account.

For moving PV installations, if Voc is sampled 50 times per second, the efficiency of
the VMPPT algorithm (ηvmppt) is 99.71 ± 0.03%. However, typical sampling rates are
in the range of 1 sample every 15 seconds. Therefore, an efficiency ηvmppt = 94.18 ±
0.54% is achieved. Similarly, Figure 29 presents the efficiency of the P&O algorithm
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(a) Efficiency of VMPPT (ηvmppt) for set 1, sensor 1 (Figure 26a)

(b) Efficiency of VMPPT (ηvmppt) for set 2, sensor 1 (Figure 26b)

(c) Efficiency of VMPPT (ηvmppt) for set 3, sensor 1 (Figure 26c)

Fig. 28. Efficiency of VMPPT (ηvmppt) for different measurement sets.
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(a) Efficiency of P&O algorithm (ηpomppt) for set 1, sensor 1 (Figure 26a)

(b) Efficiency of P&O algorithm (ηpomppt) for set 2, sensor 1 (Figure 26b)

(c) Efficiency of P&O algorithm (ηpomppt) for set 3, sensor 1 (Figure 26c)

Fig. 29. Efficiency of P&O algorithm (ηpomppt) for different measurement sets.
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(∆V = 2 mV) for the different measurement sets. In the case of the P&O algorithm, if
Pout is sampled 50 times per second, an efficiency ηpomppt = 99.11 ± 0.04% is obtained,
while at a sampling rate of 1 sample every 15 seconds, ηvmppt = 97.75 ± 0.12%.

Table 8-10 show the simulation results of the VMPPT algorithm and the impact of
different factors (Mv). Table 8 presents the performance for a stationary PV installation
for a predominately cloudy day (Figure 22), while Table 9 presents the performance for
a stationary PV installation for a sunny day (Figure 23). Table 10 shows the performance
of the VMPPT algorithm for a moving PV installation (Figure 26 sensor 1). It can be
seen that the factor Mv = 0.85 results in the best performance. A factor Mv = 0.84 or Mv

= 0.86 did not result in an improvement of the performance of the VMPPT algorithm.

Table 8. Simulation of the VMPPT algorithm for stationary PV installation (Figure 22).

30 samples/s 30 samples/s to 1 sample every 30 s

Mv = 0.75 ηvmppt = 92.34% η̄vmppt = 92.30 ± 0.02%

Mv = 0.80 ηvmppt = 97.31% η̄vmppt = 97.26 ± 0.03%

Mv = 0.85 ηvmppt = 99.96% η̄vmppt = 99.91 ± 0.03%

Mv = 0.90 ηvmppt = 96.34% η̄vmppt = 96.29 ± 0.03%

Table 9. Simulation of the VMPPT algorithm for stationary PV installation (Figure 23).

30 samples/s 30 samples/s to 1 sample every 30 s

Mv = 0.75 ηvmppt = 92.17% η̄vmppt = 92.17 ± 0.01%

Mv = 0.80 ηvmppt = 97.20% η̄vmppt = 97.20 ± 0.01%

Mv = 0.85 ηvmppt = 99.95% η̄vmppt = 99.95 ± 0.01%

Mv = 0.90 ηvmppt = 96.49% η̄vmppt = 96.49 ± 0.01%

Table 10. Simulation of the VMPPT algorithm for moving PV installation (Figure 26 sensor 1).

30 samples/s 30 samples/s to 1 sample every 30 s

Mv = 0.75 ηvmppt = 92.23% η̄vmppt = 90.74 ± 2.19%

Mv = 0.80 ηvmppt = 97.26% η̄vmppt = 95.08 ± 1.99%

Mv = 0.85 ηvmppt = 99.95% η̄vmppt = 96.02 ± 1.47%

Mv = 0.90 ηvmppt = 96.37% η̄vmppt = 87.30 ± 4.31%
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Table 11-13 show the simulation results of the P&O algorithm and the impact of different
perturbation steps (∆V). Again, Table 11 and Table 12 presents the performance for
stationary PV installations, while Table 13 presents the performance for a moving
PV installation (Figure 26 sensor 1). It can be seen that the factor ∆V = 2 mV results
in the best performance. A step size ∆V = 1 mV or ∆V = 3 mV did not result in an
improvement of the performance of the P&O algorithm.

Table 11. Simulation of the P&O algorithm for stationary PV installation (Figure 22).

30 samples/s 30 samples/s to 1 sample every 30 s

∆V = 2 mV ηpomppt = 99.88% η̄pomppt = 98.76 ± 0.51%

∆V = 4 mV ηpomppt = 99.83% η̄pomppt = 98.53 ± 0.52%

∆V = 6 mV ηpomppt = 99.79% η̄pomppt = 98.30 ± 0.56%

∆V = 8 mV ηpomppt = 99.75% η̄pomppt = 98.09 ± 0.61%

Table 12. Simulation of the P&O algorithm for stationary PV installation (Figure 23).

30 samples/s 30 samples/s to 1 sample every 30 s

∆V = 2 mV ηpomppt = 99.98% η̄pomppt = 99.93 ± 0.03%

∆V = 4 mV ηpomppt = 99.93% η̄pomppt = 99.91 ± 0.01%

∆V = 6 mV ηpomppt = 99.88% η̄pomppt = 99.86 ± 0.01%

∆V = 8 mV ηpomppt = 99.83% η̄pomppt = 99.80 ± 0.01%

Table 13. Simulation of the P&O algorithm for moving PV installation (Figure 26 sensor 1).

30 samples/s 30 samples/s to 1 sample every 30 s

∆V = 2 mV ηpomppt = 99.07% η̄pomppt = 97.50 ± 0.25%

∆V = 4 mV ηpomppt = 98.79% η̄pomppt = 97.25 ± 0.51%

∆V = 6 mV ηpomppt = 98.57% η̄pomppt = 96.97 ± 0.79%

∆V = 8 mV ηpomppt = 98.77% η̄pomppt = 96.67 ± 1.05%

Commonly, the target of MPPT algorithms is to achieve a high degree of efficiency.
In other words, the power loss due to mismatches between the operating point and
the obtained output power (Pout) should be as small as possible in comparison to the
MPP and the available power in the MPP (Pmpp). For example, in [42], an experimental
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verification of different MPPT techniques such as the P&O algorithm, the incremental
conductance (INC) algorithm and model-based (MB) algorithms is presented. For all
investigated MPPT algorithms, it is shown that for numerical simulation, efficiencies
higher than 99.85% are achieved, while in experimental measurements, efficiencies of
about 99.50% were obtained. In the available literature, high degrees of efficiencies of
over 99% are reported for different types of MPPT algorithms [39], [42], [43], [58],
[59].

However, these efficiencies are obtained for stationary PV installations and not for
moving PV installations. As seen in Figure 28 and 29, a degree of efficiency of the
MPPT algorithm of about 99% can be only maintained if vital parameters are obtained
at a high sampling rate of about 5 samples per second. It has to be taken into account
that updating vital parameters of MPPT algorithms more frequently can result in an
increased power consumption of the implemented MPPT technique. In addition, in
the case of the VMPPT algorithm, during the time of disconnecting the PV panel to
measure the open-circuit voltage (Voc), no power can be supplied to the load of the
power converter. Similarly, the P&O algorithm needs to sense the voltage and the current
of the PV panel in order to obtain the available output power of the PV panel (Pout).

4.3 Impact of the sample rate on energy predictions

Environmental data is required for PV simulation models in order to compute the output
power of PV panels, for example for an entire day. In this way, energy predictions
for stationary PV installations can be performed with the help of simulations. In the
available literature, environmental conditions are sensed with samples rates ranging
from 1 sample per hour to 180 samples per hour [8], [9], [24], [25], [60], [61].

Paper VI analyses the impact of the sample rate on the resolution of environmental
data. It is shown that the sampling rate has an impact on the estimated irradiation and,
thus, on the computed output power of PV panels in simulations. At first, environmental
data was collected at 30 samples per seconds with the measurement probe presented
in Chapter 4.1. Then, the data was down-sampled to evaluate the impact of different
sampling rates and approximation methods between measurement points.

In general, by the use of a lower sampling rate, we lose information between
measurement points. Thus, we notice a difference (∆λ ) between the data obtained at a
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high sampling rate and the data at a lower sampling rate, obtained as follows:

∆λ =
1
n ∑

n
i=0 λapproximate(i)

1
n ∑

n
i=0 λdata(i)

100

−100 i = 0,1, . . . ,n (17)

where λapproximate is the estimated amount of solar radiation at the reduced sampling rate,
for example 1 sample every 10 s; and λdata is the estimated amount of solar radiation
with the original sampling rate of 30 samples per second.

In order to obtain an appropriate accuracy of environmental data, it is recommended
to take one sample every 10 seconds for predominantly cloudy days to keep the difference
(|∆λ |) below 0.15%, as shown in Figure 30. For sunny days, it is sufficient to take one
sample every five minutes to obtain a difference (|∆λ |) of less than 0.15%, as shown in
Figure 31. However, if the sampling rate is set too low the estimated irradiation can be
too high. As a result, applications utilising PV panels as a power source can run out of
energy during the night. Higher sampling rates improve the resolution of the data and
reduce error levels.

Fig. 30. Difference (|∆λ |) for a predominantly cloudy day (Figure 22) [VI]. c©[2016] IEEE.

4.4 Indoor light conditions

In indoor environmental conditions, the opportunity for photovoltaic energy harvesting
is by a factor of 300 to 1000 lower compared to outdoor environmental conditions [6],
[7]. Thus, especially indoors, it is crucial to position photovoltaic energy harvesters in
a favourable location in order to increase the output power of photovoltaics due to a
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Fig. 31. Difference (|∆λ |) for a sunny day (Figure 23) [VI]. c©[2016] IEEE.

higher light intensity. Paper I analyses the power requirements for photovoltaic energy
harvesters, for example to meet the requirements for charging portable devices such as
mobile phones.

Therefore, harvesters need to be competitive with wall chargers which allow charging
with alternating current (AC) from the power grid, and charging through the USB port,
for example from a computer. In the case of photovoltaic energy harvesters, the aim is to
charge portable electronics via the USB interface which requires the voltage to be 5 V;
calculated as follows:

Pcharger =Vcharger× Icharger (18)

where Pcharger is the output power of the charger, Vcharger is the output voltage of the
charger, and Icharger is the output current of the charger.

for AC charging: for USB charging:
Vcharger = 5 V Vcharger = 5 V
Icharger = 1 A Icharger = 0.5 A
Pcharger = 5 W Pcharger = 2.5 W

When comparing the power requirements with the obtainable power densities of
Table 1 it can be seen that indoors very large PV areas are required in order to provide
the needed power for charging portable devices directly and on a continuous basis. It is
worth noting that portable devices such as mobile phones verify connected chargers
before initiating the charging procedure. Depending on the available illumination, the
required size of the PV panel can be as large as 10 m2. Thus, direct charging is not
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possible and therefore an energy storage is needed to collect the amount of power
beforehand.

However, harvesting photovoltaic energy indoors from surrounding light sources can
be helpful to prolong the standby and operating times of electronic devices. In this
way, the target is not to provide portable devices such as mobile phones with a full
recharge of the battery, but with the help of the harvested PV energy the battery duration
of devices can be extended. Often, users run out of battery power during the day. In a
possible use case scenario, PV energy harvesters can bridge the time until users come
home and have the opportunity to charge their electronic devices again with electricity
from the power grid [1], [62], [63].

Indoors, the output power of photovoltaic panels (Ppv) is directly proportional to the
illumination (Ev) of the PV panel. Paper I summarises the various factors influencing
Ppv which can be written as follows:

Ppv = f (Ev,Tc,Voc, Isc,Apv,mpv,αpv) (19)

where Apv is the size of PV panel, mpv is the material of the PV panel and αpv is the
alignment of the PV panel towards the light source.

Simplified, the factors influencing Ppv can be summarised as follows:

Ppv = kpv×Ev×Apv (20)

where kpv is the factor for considering the material of the PV panel and type of light
source, and Apv is the size of the PV panel. In order to provide an understanding of
the available power from PV panels indoors, kpv was determined experimentally for
two different materials, polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) and amorphous silicon (a-Si),
respectively, as shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Experimentally verified kpv for different photovoltaic cell materials and light
sources.

42W 2800K halogen 12W 3000K LED

poly-Si kpv = 0.305 µW
lx×cm2 kpv = 0.022 µW

lx×cm2

a-Si kpv = 0.032 µW
lx×cm2 kpv = 0.021 µW

lx×cm2

Paper III presents the spectrum of different light sources such as a halogen lamp, a
compact fluorescent lamp (CFL), and a light emitting diode (LED). As seen in Figure 3
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and 4, the spectrum of a light source does not always match the spectrum range of the
photovoltaic cell materials. Figure 32 illustrates the spectrum of different light sources
which can be found indoors. It can be seen that the available spectrum of a CFL is much
more narrow than the spectrum of a halogen lamp.

Fig. 32. Comparison of different spectrums of light sources.

Based on these results, it is possible to determine the opportunity for photovoltaic energy
harvesting under indoor environmental conditions. Firstly, the area Apv is important
which can be dedicated for PV cells. For example, the PV panel can be either integrated
into the device or used as an add-on for the phone. The PV panel can also be foldable so
that the size of the PV panel doubles in the case the panel is unfolded. Table 15 presents
the available area which can be used, for example on the back of a smartphone or tablet
based on the screen diagonal. The power from the PV panel Ppv,1 is estimated for of 300
lx, while the power Ppv,2 is estimated for an illumination of 2500 lx. The estimation is
for poly-Si used as a PV material.

Similarly, the area on a wristband of a smartwatch or an activity tracker can be used
for integrating PV cells. Here, even though the available area is reasonable large, the
effective area is significantly smaller and is dependent on the orientation of the PV cells
towards the light source (αpv). Table 16 presents the available areas on typical sizes of
wristbands. In the end, about 25% of the available area can be used for photovoltaic
energy harvesting. Again, the power Ppv,1 is estimated for Ev = 300 lx, power Ppv,2 is
estimated for Ev = 2500 lx and the estimation is for poly-Si as a PV material.
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Table 15. Possible area for PV cells (Apv) on portable devices.

Diagonal [inch] Diagonal [cm] Area [cm2] Ppv,1 [mW] Ppv,2 [mW]

4 10.16 46.38 4.45 37.07

5 12.70 72.48 6.95 57.93

6 15.24 104.39 10.01 83.44

7 17.78 142.05 13.63 113.54

8 20.32 185.57 17.80 148.33

9 22.86 235.01 22.54 187.85

10 25.40 289.93 27.81 231.74

11 27.94 350.85 33.65 280.44

12 30.48 417.48 40.04 333.70

Table 16. Possible area for PV cells (Apv) on wristbands.

Size Length [inch] Length [cm] Area [cm2] Ppv,1 [mW] Ppv,2 [mW]

S 5.7 – 6.2 14.5 – 16.0 29.0 – 32.0 0.77 6.40

M 6.9 – 7.5 17.5 – 19.0 35.0 – 38.0 0.91 7.59

L 7.9 – 8.7 20.5 – 22.0 41.0 – 44.0 1.06 8.79

XL 8.7 – 9.3 22.0 – 23.5 44.0 – 47.0 1.13 9.39

Furthermore, the outcome of photovoltaic energy harvesting is influenced by the
efficiency of the harvester (ηharvester). Thus, the available charging power of the
harvester (Pharvester) depends on one hand on the available power of the PV panels (Ppv)
and the degree of efficiency ηharvester on the other, obtained as follows:

Pharvester = Ppv×ηharvester (21)

If the output current of the harvester (Iharvester) is too low in order to charge the
electronic devices directly, the harvested power must be stored beforehand in a battery
or in an ultracapacitor until the charging requirements are met. However, in this case,
the efficiency of the photovoltaic energy harvesting is lowered by the storage device, as
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follows:

ηharvester = ηmppt ×ηdc/dc without storage elements
ηharvester = ηmppt ×ηdc/dc×ηstorage with storage element(s)

(22)

where ηdc/dc is the efficiency of the power converter and ηstorage is the efficiency of
charging/discharging a storage element.

Figure 33 shows the schematic diagram of the PV harvester used within experiments.
A USB connector was attached to the output of the harvester. The output voltage (Vout)
of 5 V ± 0.25 V was suitable for charging electronic devices. The PV panel on the
input side was a multi-parallel connection of PV cells from Motech Industries, Inc. The
available data from the PV manufacturer is summarised in Table 18. 16 PV cells from
Motech Industries, Inc were used to build a PV panel with a low open-circuit voltage
(Voc) and a high short-circuit current (Isc).

Fig. 33. Schematic diagram of the PV harvester used within experiments.

As seen in Figure 34, higher the illumination (Ev), the higher the available power from
the harvester (Pharvester). Indoors, on a typical office desk, an illumination of about
300-500 lx are available. The efficiency of the harvester (ηharvester) is set to 0.7. It can
be seen that the power of the photovoltaic energy harvester increases linearly with the
light intensity. However, comparing the output power of AC chargers with the ones
of photovoltaic energy harvesters indoors, it can be noted that a photovoltaic energy
harvester will require a much longer time for portable devices such as mobile phones.

Under indoor environmental conditions, in order to keep a smartphone alive for
an infinite amount of time, either a relatively large PV panel (Apv) or a strong light
source (Ev) is required. For example, in order to keep the battery level of a LG Nexus 5
constant, a 12 inch PV panel and approximately 6000 lx (placed at a short distance of
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Fig. 34. Influence of Apv on Ppv (poly-Si as PV material and halogen lamp as light source).

less than 20 cm directly below an office overhead office lamp) are required, as shown
in Figure 35. This figure also shows that before the photovoltaic energy harvester is
connected to the smartphone, the battery of the smartphone is discharged continuously.
After the photovoltaic energy harvester is connected, the battery level remains constant
until the harvester is disconnected.

In experiments, it was noticed that the power consumption of a smartphone changes
when any type of charger is connected to the USB interface. For example, for the LG
Nexus 5, in idle mode the phone is discharged continuously, calculated as follows:

Iphone,idle =
Qbattery

tstandby
=

2300 mAh
300 h

≈ 7.67 mA (23)

where Iphone,idle is the current the smartphones’ battery is discharged in idle mode,
Qbattery is the capacity of the battery, and tstandby is the available standby time. Then, the
power (Pphone,idle) which the battery has to provide in order to keep the phone alive and
in idle mode, can be calculated as follows:

Pphone,idle =Vbattery× Iphone,idle = 3.8V ×7.67 mA≈ 29.15 mW (24)

where Vbattery is the voltage level of the battery. In order to keep the phone alive, the
power of the harvester (Pharvester) needs to equal at least the power (Pphone,idle) used
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Fig. 35. Keeping the phone alive in idle mode with the help of photovoltaic energy harvesting
[64] c©[2016] ACM.

when the smartphones’ battery is discharged in idle mode. For the experiments, to
maintain constant indoor environmental conditions, a test box was constructed as shown
in Figure 36. The opportunity was given to change the light source and verify the light
intensity needed to keep the smartphones’ battery level constant.

Fig. 36. Test box for indoor environmental conditions. Revised from [64] c©[2016] ACM.

However, it was noted that the power consumption of the phone changed after the solar
harvester was connected to the smartphone. In idle mode, the power consumption of the
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phone (Pphone,idle) was 29.15 mW. When the photovoltaic energy harvester was plugged
to the USB interface of the smartphone, the phone recognised the harvester and switched
into AC charging mode. As a result, the power consumption in this charging mode
(Pphone,charging) increased by about 10 times and was as high as 215.34 mW.

These circumstances make it difficult to charge electronic devices, for example,
if the operating system (OS) of the smartphone does not measure the output current
of the connected charger and assumes it to be connected to a wall charger. Figure
37 illustrates the situation with a PV panel of a diagonal plane of 5 inches. While a
light intensity of about 2000 lx is sufficient to keep the phone alive, with the increased
power consumption the light intensity needs to rise to about 14000 lx to accomplish
the same target. However, if the photovoltaic energy harvester does not provide the
required power, the smartphone actually runs out of power faster due to the higher power
consumption. In this way, the phone runs out of power during the charging mode, since
the phone is unable to leave this mode.

Fig. 37. Change in power consumption of a smartphone when a charger is connected.

4.5 Using ambient light sensors for the evaluation of surroundings

In indoor environments, as illustrated in Figure 5, the illumination (Ev) varies and, thus,
the output power of PV panels (Ppv). Hence, it is important to place the photovoltaic
energy harvester in a beneficial location in which a high light intensity can be obtained.
Here, if available for example on the smartphone, the ambient light sensor (ALS) can be
utilised to find the most beneficial location for photovoltaic energy harvesting.
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Furthermore, if the illumination (Ev) is known, the energy can be predicted for a
certain period of time. For example, at Ev = 6000 lx, a power of about 90 mW can be
obtained with a PV panel of a diagonal plane of 5 inches, while about 370 mW can be
obtained with a PV panel of 10 inches. Using the 10 inch PV panel, in one hour, about
370 mWh can harvested, while approx. 740 mWh can be harvested in two hours, and so
on.

Paper III analyses the usability of the ambient light sensor available in smartphones
for measuring the light intensity and, then, estimate the energy which can be gained
by the harvester over a certain period of time. However, in the analysis of Paper III
it is shown that there is a significant measurement error present in the readings of
light intensities. Even though the same type of phone is used, there can be a large
measurement error present, as shown in Figure 38. However, this measurement error can
be addressed when the sensor in the phone is calibrated, for example with the help of a
luxmeter.

Fig. 38. Using smartphones as luxmeters for obtaining the light intensity indoors [20]
c©[2016] IMEKO.
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In [20], the large error in the readings of ambient light sensors in smartphones is
discussed. It is shown that errors vary between different types of smartphones and
manufacturers. Sensor readings can indicate lower or higher illuminations levels. These
errors do not allow a precise prediction of the obtainable energy of a photovoltaic energy
harvester, an information which could be valuable for users of portable and wearable
devices. As discussed in Paper III, ALS in smartphones need to be calibrated, for
example with the help of external sensors [65].

Paper III also investigates the accuracy of the accelerometer in smartphones. It was
found out that accelerometers do not contain the same high error levels as ambient light
sensors. Accelerometers in smartphones can be utilised to make users of smartphones
aware of the tilt angle of their smartphones and, thus, the ambient light sensor, when
carrying out measurements on the light intensity. In Paper III it is shown that a title
angle of 20 ◦, for example, reduces the amount of light measured with the sensor by –
10% up to – 25%.
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5 Finding mismatches and defects in
photovoltaics

5.1 Configurations and structures of photovoltaics

In conventional PV panels, PV cells are connected in series strings with each other. In
this part of the research, the effect of defects is studied. In Paper V, the conventional
PV panel model DSP-5P from the manufacturer [lux.pro] Corporation was used in
experiments. As an example in Figure 39a, the PV panel is made out of 18 polycrystalline
PV cells which are connected in series with each other. Figure 39b shows the available
data on the backside of the PV panel.

Due to the small size of the PV panel (350 mm × 175 mm) and the low nominal
output power of 5 watts, no bypass diodes are used in the PV panel. Table 17 summarises
the available data of the PV panel at standard test conditions (STC) which are AM1.5
(AM = air mass), λ = 1000 W/m2, and Tc = 25 ◦C. The PV manufacturer provides
tolerance limits of ± 3% for their PV panels on output performances. Other data, for
example on the temperature coefficients of the PV panel, is not available.

In this chapter, the intention was to study how defects in PV panels can be detected.
Generally, it is important that all PV cells in a panel perform in an equal manner.

(a) Top view of the PV panel

(b) Data of the PV panel

Fig. 39. PV panel DSP-5P from [lux.pro] Corp. [IV]. c©[2016] IEEE.
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Table 17. Available data of the [lux.pro] DSP-5P.

Pmpp [W] 5.00

Vmpp [V] 9.00

Impp [A] 0.56

Voc [V] 11.25

Isc [A] 0.81

ηpv [%] 14.84

AM1.5; λ = 1000 W/m2; Tc = 25 ◦C

standard test conditions (STC)

A declined performance of a single PV cell has a strong impact on the output of an
interconnection of several PV cells. Unfortunately, removing the glass protection of
the PV panel for the model from [lux.pro] Corporation is impossible. If the glass is
removed from the PV panel, the PV cells underneath can suffer significant damage and
the sample cannot be used anymore. However, it is crucial to detect a defect in a single
PV cell in order to estimate the impact on the performance of the interconnection of
several PV cells.

Therefore, PV panels were constructed which allowed the glass to be to added/removed
while containing similar PV cells to the DSP-5P from the manufacturer [lux.pro] Cor-
poration. Figure 40 shows the constructed PV panel which is made out of a series
connection of three PV cells from Motech Industries, Inc. Table 18 presents the available
data for one PV cell at STC (AM1.5, λ = 1000 W/m2, and Tc = 25 ◦C).

5.2 Influence of the weakest PV cell on the interconnection

In the simulation model of a PV panel, each PV cell is modelled similarly. However, in
conventional PV panels, each PV cell will not perform exactly in an equal manner to the
rest based on the quality of the manufacturing process. Moreover, in a series connection,
the overall short-circuit current (Isc) depends on the short-circuit current of the weakest
PV cell of the interconnection (Isc,min). Hence, it is crucial to find possible defects of PV
cells in panels.
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Fig. 40. Constructed PV panel with PV cells from Motech Industries, Inc.

Table 18. Data of one PV cell from Motech Industries, Inc.

Pmpp [W] 0.341

Vmpp [V] 0.508

Impp [A] 0.671

Voc [V] 0.615

Isc [A] 0.713

ηpv [%] 16.80

K(Isc) [ %
◦C ] 0.05

K(Voc) [ %
◦C ] – 0.33

K(Pmpp) [ %
◦C ] – 0.42

AM1.5; λ = 1000 W/m2; Tc = 25 ◦C

standard test conditions (STC)

In PV power plants, many PV panels are connected in series. For example, tolerance
values of ± 2.5% are allowed to optimise the performance of the PV power plant [66].
However, if larger variances are present between each PV panel which is possible due to
presence of defects, it is important that defected PV panels are changed in order to
optimise the output performance of the PV power plant.
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5.3 Possible defects in PV cells and panels

Paper IV analyses mismatches in output performances of PV panels which exceed
the tolerance limits of the PV manufacturer. When visually inspecting PV panels, no
clear physical reason for damage could be found to help explain the losses in output
performances of up to 25% [67]. Thus, separate PV panels were constructed to identify
potential causes for significant output losses. Figure 41 shows one of the constructed
samples. While it is not possible to spot the crack from the top of the PV cell even
though no front glass is present, a hairline crack can be seen from the bottom of the PV
cell.

Fig. 41. Hairline crack in a PV cell (top and bottom views). Revised from [IV]. c©[2016] IEEE.

Due to the presence of such a hairline crack, either the back contact (plus contact)
and/or front contact (minus contact) of the PV cell can be broken and, thus, the effective
geometric area (Ageometric,effective) is reduced. The output current (Iout) and, thus, the
output power (Pout) of a PV cell is directly proportional to the effective geometric area
(Ageometric,effective). Ageometric,effective can be obtained by subtracting the defect geometric
area (Ageometric,defect) from the total geometric area (Ageometric,total).

Analysing the example in Figure 41 further, Figure 42 illustrates the different areas
in the PV cell, Ageometric,effective and Ageometric,defect, when looking at the PV cell from the
top. Based on the location of the hairline crack, a significant part of the PV cell can be
lost. Since defects cannot be verified visually, the impacts of defects on the output power
can be measured with the help of electrical verification or with the help of proposed new
technique, synchronized thermography (ST).
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Fig. 42. Illustration of the impact of a hairline crack in a PV cell (top view).

However, when using different methods for analysing the impact of defects on the output
performance of PV panels, it can be helpful to make the results of different methods
comparable. As a result, it can be verified, if the same information is obtained when
analysing samples, for example with the help of electrical verification and synchronized
thermography. Furthermore, it can be stated whether measurement results correlate with
the loss in the effective geometric area (Ageometric,effective) or not.

5.4 Detecting defects with the help of electrical measurements

It is well known that defects in PV cells reduce the output power of PV panels. Electrical
measurements reveal directly the loss in power and, thus, can be useful to obtain
information on variations in output power of similar PV panels. Commonly, in order
to obtain the characteristic I-V curve of a PV panel, an artificial light source and a
temperature control are needed to achieve ambient conditions which match the STC
(AM1.5, λ = 1000 W/m2, and Tc = 25 ◦C). Arranging artificial illumination, for example
in the form of a solar spectrum simulator can be costly. In the measurement setup, the
operating voltage (Vop) is swept continuously from Vop = 0 V up to Vop = Voc, while the
output current (Iout) is measured at the same time [45].

Measurements can also be made under outdoor environmental conditions. In order
to compare experimental results with the available data from the PV manufacturer,
ambient conditions should be as close to the STC as possible. However, if PV panels
cannot be analysed simultaneously, it is important to monitor environmental conditions
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in order to obtain comparable measurement results. For this purpose, the measurement
setup proposed in Paper VI can be used.

Paper IV analyses a sample of six low-cost, low-power PV panel of the model
DSP-5P from [lux.pro] Corporation. These panels did not show any clear physical
defects or cracks. However, there were large differences between the PV panels in
terms of output power [67]. These differences will be discussed further in Chapter 5.5.
Table 19 summarises the output powers which were obtained with the help of electrical
verification at AM1.5, λ = 500 ± 10 W/m2, and Tc = 25 ± 0.5 ◦C.

For comparison, the PV panel with the highest output power is used as a reference
(Pmpp,reference) for the other samples (Pmpp,sample) in order to obtain the difference in the
output power as a percentage (∆P), as obtained in Equation (25). In a sample of PV
panels with varied output powers, the PV panel with the highest available output power
is assumed to have the least amount of defects in the PV cells. Thus, it is reasonable to
choose this PV panel as a reference for the comparison.

∆P =
Pmpp,sample−Pmpp,re f erence

Pmpp,re f erence
100

×100 (25)

Table 19. Experimental verification of PV panels from [lux.pro] Corp.

PV panel 1 Pmpp = 1.933 W ∆P = – 16.72%

PV panel 2 Pmpp = 1.738 W ∆P = – 25.12%

PV panel 3 Pmpp = 2.321 W ∆P = ± 0.00%

PV panel 4 Pmpp = 2.135 W ∆P = – 8.01%

PV panel 5 Pmpp = 2.056 W ∆P = – 11.42%

PV panel 6 Pmpp = 1.776 W ∆P = – 23.48%

Electrical verification is also helpful to understand the impact of a defect on the output
performance of a PV cell and, thus, on the PV panel. The hairline crack in the PV
cell which is shown in Figure 41, reduces the different parameters of the constructed
PV panel such as the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the short-circuit current (Isc), for
example, in a different way based on the structure of the PV cell.

In the custom-made PV panels with the PV cells from Motech Industries, Inc., the
front contacts are connected in parallel to the connecting wire in the middle. Thus, a
vertical breakage has a significant impact on the output current, while the impact on the
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output voltage is minor. Table 20 shows the reduction in performance of the constructed
PV panel with the PV cell which had a hairline crack (Figures 41 and 42). The difference
in parameter values is compared to a reference panel without any defect. The variance is
obtained from repeating measurements on the available output performance. Table
21 presents the same information for the DSP-5P from the manufacturer [lux.pro]

Corporation.

Table 20. Output performance loss due to a hairline crack in one PV cell from Motech Indus-
tries, Inc.

Pmpp – 43.44 ± 0.67%

Vmpp – 3.54 ± 0.67%

Impp – 41.31 ± 1.04%

Voc – 0.41 ± 0.16%

Isc – 41.62 ± 0.65%

FF – 2.75 ± 0.24%

Table 21. Output performance loss due to potential defect in a PV panel from [lux.pro] Corp.

PV panel 1 PV panel 2 PV panel 4 PV panel 5 PV panel 6

Pmpp – 16.72% – 25.12% – 8.01% – 11.42% – 23.48%

Vmpp – 5.27% – 8.92% – 2.55% – 3.41% – 8.48%

Impp – 11.79% – 17.50% – 5.36% – 8.21% – 16.43%

Voc – 1.34% – 3.35% – 0.67% – 1.05% – 3.16%

Isc – 8.43% – 15.36% – 6.93% – 7.23% – 13.86%

FF – 7.78% – 8.52% – 0.45% – 3.44% – 8.22%

As seen in Table 21, measured variations in output powers can indicate defects. However,
it is uncertain which of the 18 PV cells in the series connection is the cause of the
lower output power. Furthermore, it is unknown whether one or several PV cells in
the interconnection has a defect, since the output power is determined by the weakest
PV cell. To avoid the requirement of a precise illumination setup and to obtain further
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information on defects in PV panels, a setup based on external biasing and thermal
imaging was proposed in Paper IV. This was investigated further in Paper V.

5.5 Detecting defects with the help of synchronized thermography

The main target of this part was to design a method which is capable of creating a
visual image of the health of PV panels and, thus, provide information on the size and
location of these defects. Leppänen et al. developed synchronized thermography (ST)
originally for the characterisation of thin films [68–70]. The main purpose was to heat
electrically the conductive layer in order to measure its non-uniformity. At present, the
most comparable technique to ST is lock-in thermography (LIT). LIT has been applied
to study defects of PV cells which are not encapsulated [71–79].

However, if PV cells are encapsulated by glass as it is the case for PV panels, it
becomes difficult to measure them with the help of LIT, because temperature differences
due to the modulated heating are too small and are smoothed by the glass. In general, the
glass is required in order to protect the PV cells from harmful environmental conditions.
Due to the manufacturing process, it is impossible to remove the glass from the PV
panel, in order to analyse the PV cells underneath. ST can overcome the drawback of
LIT and analyse the performance of encapsulated PV panels.

The focus of this work lies on finding defects in PV panels before these PV panels
are installed in the field for electricity production. In this way, mismatches between the
available output powers of PV panels can be avoided. Before the installation, IR-images
are taken in a dark environment (λ = 0 W/m2) in which PV panels are not illuminated
by a light source (e.g. the sun). Other, ongoing research focuses on the evaluation of PV
panels which are already installed in the field in order to investigate the performance of
PV plants [80–82].

In general, PV panels which are installed in the field can suffer from different
failures such as encapsulation failures, module corrosion, broken interconnection and
solder buses failures, cells cracking, and dust [80]. Cells cracking described in [80]
which can develop at different stages in the lifetime of a PV panel is similar to hairline
cracks which were found in this research. In both cases, a part of the PV cell becomes
electrically disconnected from the rest of the PV cell.

In [83], the first attempt was made by Dr. Kimmo Leppänen and the author of
this thesis, to apply synchronized thermography on crystalline silicon PV cells, more
precisely poly-Si PV panels. In close cooperation, the target was to investigate the
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opportunity for synchronized thermography to analyse the performance of PV panels
which have shown significant variations in output powers in previous research [67].
The initial method and software in [83] was designed by Dr. Kimmo Leppänen and
developed further in Paper IV by the author of this thesis.

Paper IV presents the measurement setup of synchronized thermography. As seen in
Figure 43, an external power supply with a voltage of 12 V and, thereby greater than the
open-circuit voltage (Voc), was used to forward bias the PV panels and, thereby, heat up
PV panels in a dark, non-illuminated environment (λ = 0 W/m2). This type of ambient
conditions are comparable with dark lock-in thermography (DLIT) [72]. The aim of the
heating process is to visualise defect geometric areas (Ageometric,defect) in PV panels.

Fig. 43. Synchronized thermography measurement setup [V]. c©[2016] IEEE.

In Paper IV, a Flir b60 infrared (IR) camera was used for taking images of PV panels. In
order to identify potential defects in IR-images, a temperature difference between the
PV panel and the ambient temperature is needed. Thus, the scaled IR-images show
temperature variations above the ambient temperature. Experiments revealed that a
temperature difference in the range of 2 ◦C to 5 ◦C is sufficiently high. Therefore,
parameters such as the output power of the power supply and the duration of the heating
process need to be chosen so that this temperature difference is achieved. For the
measurements, the encapsulated PV panels were heated for 45 seconds.
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Due to the forward-biasing of PV panels, the PV cells in the panel behave as a load
and start to heat up after the voltage of the external power supply is applied. However, if
a PV cell has a defect, the affected area (Ageometric,defect) is disconnected from the rest of
the PV cell and, thus, will not be biased forward. As a result, the defect part of the
PV cell remains cold and will be visible in IR-images. In addition, the remaining PV
cell has to conduct more current due to a smaller geometric area (Ageometric,effective) and,
therefore, will heat up more than a PV cell without a defect.

Figure 44 shows the IR-emissions of PV panel 3 from [lux.pro] Corporation which
is used as reference in the electrical verification for comparing the output power of PV
panels as a percentage. It can be seen that the temperature is higher along the position of
the connecting wires than in the surrounding area. This is the case due to the resistance
of horizontal wires and the exponential I-V characteristics. The parts of the PV cell
which are far from the vertical buses get less bias voltage than the other parts. However,
no significant cold spots can be found in the particular sample which indicates that PV
panel 3 is indeed in a healthy condition.

Fig. 44. IR-image of PV panel 3.

Figure 45 shows the IR-emissions of PV panel 2 from [lux.pro] Corporation which
provided the lowest output of all the PV panels. In the right-hand side of this PV panel,
no notable temperature variation can be found. However, on the right-hand side, a hot
spot paired with a cold spot on the same horizontal level can be seen. This variance
indicates a poor contact within the cold area which is likely the main cause of a reduced
output power.
In order to locate potential defects in PV panels more precisely, in other words, in
order to identify the location of defects in a PV cell in a panel, it can be beneficial to
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Fig. 45. IR-image of PV panel 2.

obtain IR-images at a higher resolution. Therefore, the Optris PI 640 IR-camera (image
resolution: 640x480) was used which provided IR-images in a better quality than the
Flir b60 IR-camera (image resolution: 180x180). Figure 46 shows the IR-images of the
PV panel 1-6 which were recorded with the Optris PI 640 IR-camera using unchanged
parameters for the measurement setup. The temperature scale was formatted according
to the obtained temperature rises. Table 22 presents the maximum temperature variation
in the relevant PV panel.

Table 22. Maximum temperature difference in conventional PV panels from [lux.pro] Corp.

PV panel 1 3.2 ◦C

PV panel 2 3.3 ◦C

PV panel 3 2.8 ◦C

PV panel 4 2.8 ◦C

PV panel 5 3.6 ◦C

PV panel 6 3.3 ◦C

In Figures 46c and 46d, for PV panel 3 and 4, no significant temperature variations can
be observed. However, in the other figures, differences in temperature distributions can
be found. In particular, on the left-hand side of PV panel 1, 2, 5, and 6, hot spots paired
with cold spots can be seen. These circumstances can indicate that there is, for example
a problem in the manufacturing process of the PV panels.
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(a) IR-image of PV panel 1 (b) IR-image of PV panel 2

(c) IR-image of PV panel 3 (d) IR-image of PV panel 4

(e) IR-image of PV panel 5 (f) IR-image of PV panel 6

Fig. 46. IR-images of PV panels taken with the Optris PI 640 IR-camera.

We can summarise that the defects which are present in PV panel 1, 2, 5, and 6 are
located in the middle of the string of PV cells on the left-hand side. Figure 47 illustrates
an area of defects in the PV panel of the model DSP-5P from [lux.pro] Corp. As seen in
Figure 47, one of the three PV cells in the panel contains a defect and, as a result, causes
a drop in the output power of the PV panel.

Fig. 47. Location of defects in the PV panel 1, 2, 5, and 6 from [lux.pro] Corp.
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5.6 Estimating output power based on the temperature profile

Paper IV investigates correlations between the variations in output powers which
are obtained with the help of electrical verification and the variations in temperature
distributions which are obtained with the help of ST. Therefore, 10 vertical lines were
drawn through the PV panels from [lux.pro] Corporation, five lines on the right-hand
side and five lines on the right-hand side of the PV panel, respectively. Furthermore,
lines were drawn inside the PV cells as well as along the connecting wires.

Along all vertical lines, temperature variations (∆T) were calculated. For a verifica-
tion line inside the PV cell, ∆T was calculated as follows:

∆Ti = median(Ti,1, . . . ,Ti,n)−min(Ti,1, . . . ,Ti,n) (26)

For a verification line along a connecting wire, ∆T was calculated as follows:

∆Ti = max(Ti,1, . . . ,Ti,n)−median(Ti,1, . . . ,Ti,n) (27)

Then, the temperature variations were summed up, as follows:

sum∆T =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∆Ti (28)

where i is the number of the vertical verification line (i = 1,. . . ,10), n is the number
of temperature values along one vertical verification line (n = 45), and N is the total
amount of vertical verification lines (N = 10). Thus, the number of measurement points
in the region of interest is 10 × 45 = 450.

In Paper IV, a correlation was found between the losses in power in the MPP (∆Pmpp)
and the sum ∆T values which were calculated from the IR-images taken with the Flir
b60 IR-camera. In summary, it was found that PV panels from [lux.pro] Corporation
with a higher sum ∆T, have a lower output power, and it is likely that these PV panels
contain a defect which can be seen in the IR-image and as a result, causes the loss in
output power.

Furthermore, in Paper IV, temperature variations were studied further with the
help of the constructed PV panels with cells from Motech Industries, Inc. which
allowed the protection glass to be added/removed when recording IR-images. In
this way, the aim was to identify the impact of the protection glass on the obtained
correlation between temperature variations in IR-images. On the one hand, it also
allowed an investigative correlation between the measured output power in experiments
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and temperature variations in IR-images to be obtained with the help of synchronized
thermography.

In order to improve the quality of the analysis of temperature distributions, the
obtained temperature variations in IR-images were not analysed along specific sections
of the PV panel, for example, along the connecting wire. Instead, the whole temperature
map of a constructed PV panel with the PV cells from Motech Industries, Inc. was
evaluated in order to analyse temperature variations in more detail: N = Nh × Nv = 92 ×
96 = 8832 measurement points in the region of interest, where Nh is the number of
horizontal verification lines and Nv is the number of vertical verification lines.

The advantage of this approach is that, for example, smaller defects in the corner of
a PV panel can be detected. Figure 48a shows the IR-emission of PV panel 1 without
glass protection. It can be seen that there are only minor temperature variations present
in the different PV cells of the panel. Similarly, in Figure 48b, IR-emissions are shown
for the same panel with glass protection. A diffusion of temperature variations is notable
which is caused by the presence of the protection glass.

Figure 49a shows the IR-emissions of PV panel 2 without glass protection. Here, the
defect in the form of a hairline crack can be seen clearly in the middle PV cell. As
shown in Figure 49a, the broken part remains cold due to the crack and the missing
connection. Thus, the remaining part of the PV cell in the panel heats up significantly
higher than the other two PV cells in the interconnection. In Figure 49b, for comparison
an IR-image was recorded with the addition of the protection glass. Still, the defect is
clearly notable, even though the temperature diffuses from one PV cell into the other.
Similar results were obtained from the other PV panels with defects.

In Paper IV, similar temperature variations were obtained for both scenarios, PV
panels with glass and without glass protection. Measurements were repeated in order
to verify the uncertainty of the experiments. For each measurement, the sum ∆T
value of PV panels was calculated and compared with the loss in power in the MPP
(∆Pmpp). Figure 50 presents the obtained results for both cases, without glass and
through the glass, respectively. It can be seen that there is a strong correlation between
the temperature variation and loss in output power.

In Paper V, a different approach was applied in order to use temperature variations
in IR-images which are obtained with the help of synchronized thermography. The
aim was to estimate the size of the defect area of the PV cell. PV panels with PV cells
from Motech Industries, Inc. were analysed without glass protection. In the broken
area of the PV cell, the temperature does not rise much above the ambient temperature.
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(a) Without glass protection (b) With glass protection

Fig. 48. Temperature distribution of constructed PV panel 1 [IV]. c©[2016] IEEE.

(a) Without glass protection (b) With glass protection

Fig. 49. Temperature distribution of constructed PV panel 2 [IV]. c©[2016] IEEE.
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(a) Without glass protection

(b) With glass protection

Fig. 50. Correlation between sum ∆T values and loss in power in the MPP (∆Pmpp) [IV].
c©[2016] IEEE.
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Between each PV cell, there was a small gap of about 2 mm. Similarly, the size of the
connecting wire in the middle of the PV cell was also about 2 mm. Thus, it was possible
to analyse each PV cell, in particularly each half of each PV cell in the constructed PV
panel individually.

8 PV panels were investigated in Paper V. Four of the constructed PV panels were
without defects, while in the other four PV panels hairline cracks were present. The
whole temperature map was taken into consideration: N = Nh × Nv = 267 x 285 =
76095 evaluation points. As obtained in the following equation, the average temperature
(Taverage) was calculated at each horizontal segment (Nh = 267) for each PV cell ( Nv

3 =
95) of the constructed PV panel.

Taverage =
1
Nv
3

Nv
3

∑
n=1

Tn (29)

Two different threshold temperature (Tthreshold) were used for the estimation of the
defect area. For comparison, one time Tthreshold was set to a fixed temperature level (2.5
◦C, 3.0 ◦C, and 3.5 ◦C), while the other time, Tthreshold was calculated as a difference
between the average temperature in a PV cell with a defect and the average temperature
in a PV cell without a defect in the same PV panel (0.25 ◦C, 0.50 ◦C, 0.75 ◦C, and 1.0
◦C). For each time, the condition was fulfilled, either that Taverage was greater than the
fixed temperature threshold level or that the difference in average temperatures between
a broken and a healthy PV cell was greater than the threshold temperature, the line
segment was assumed to be defect.

Percentage values were calculated in order to allow a comparison between the
estimated defect area with the help of the different methods. Thus, it was possible
to compare the calculated defect geometric area (Ageometric,defect), with the estimated
defect area based on temperature maps obtained with ST (AST,defect) and the loss in
output power obtained by electrical verification (∆Pmpp) with each other. Figure 51
shows a strong correlation between the obtained percentage values by the different
methods. As a result, if the threshold temperature is set to a suitable level, an estimation
with a reasonable accuracy can be made on losses in output performance based on
temperature variations in IR-images which were obtained with the help of synchronized
thermography.
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(a) Tthreshold = 3.0 ◦C

(b) Tthreshold = 0.5 ◦C

Fig. 51. Correlation between different methods [V]. c©[2016] IEEE.
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6 Discussion and future work

In this thesis, measured results and a new measurement technique were presented which
are relevant to improve the outcomes of photovoltaic energy harvesting, both in indoor
and outdoor environmental conditions.

6.1 Cost-effective measurement probe for ambient data collection

In outdoor environmental conditions, ambient data was collected with the help of a
low-cost measurement probe. The collected data was then used to verify the required
sampling interval for estimating the amount of solar radiation with a suitable accuracy.
Here, it was shown what kind of impact different sampling rates have on the estimated
daily insolation.

Nowadays, the amount of memory needed to store the collected information is not
a real issue, however, in battery-powered wireless sensors networks (WSNs), energy
required for sensors to obtain ambient information can be critical. For stationary PV
installations, a sampling rate of 1 sample every 5-30 s, depending on the circumstances
of the weather and region, seem to be appropriate to estimate the total available energy
with a difference of less than 1% in comparison to a high sampling rate of 30 samples
per second.

6.2 Photovoltaic energy harvesting on top of moving objects

Furthermore, the circumstances for moving PV installations, for example on top of
vehicles or bicycles, were studied. Here, the aim was to investigate the impact of fast
changing solar radiation levels on the performance of MPPT algorithms. The influences
were studied based on of the VMPPT and P&O algorithm. Commonly, for stationary PV
installations, the target for an efficient MPP tracking is above 99%.

However, if vital parameters of MPPT techniques such as the open-circuit voltage
(Voc) in the case of the VMPPT algorithm and the output power (Pout) in the case of the
P&O algorithm are obtained at a lower sampling rate, the efficiency of MPPT (ηmppt)
is reduced. If parameters were obtained for moving PV installations with the same
frequency as in stationary PV installations, the efficiency was reduced by about 5%.
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For a speed of 30 km/h, a sampling rate of vital parameters for MPPT algorithms of 5
samples per second seems to be sufficient.

In future work, it can be of interest to investigate the impact of the driving speed, for
example of the vehicle, on the required update frequency of vital parameters of MPPT
algorithms. In addition, an array of PV cells can be helpful to investigate the dynamic
shading effects caused by the surroundings in urban areas in more detail. The target is to
improve the performance of MPPT algorithms with the help of simulation models. Here,
simulation models can be helpful to calculate the optimum values of critical parameters
of MPPT algorithms.

6.3 Photovoltaic energy harvesting in indoor environments

Harvesting photovoltaic energy is an emerging topic, especially for portable and
wearable electronic devices and applications related to the Internet of Things (IoT). In
indoor environments, the ratio in power density is about 1:1000 lower than outdoors
during a sunny day. It was found out that the position of the PV panel has a strong
impact on the available power from the PV panel. In order to obtain a notable amount
of power, the PV panel should not be placed on a office desk on which typically a
illumination of about 300 lx is obtained. Instead, it is recommended to place the PV
panel as close to a light source as possible.

In indoors applications, the degree of efficiency of charging electronics is crucial.
Moreover, the constant power consumption of photovoltaic energy harvesters needs to
be minimal. In contrast to common wall chargers for mobile phones, the PV chargers
needs to be able to harvest the required charging power beforehand, since the available
energy from light sources is too low to charge electronic devices directly.

Ambient light sensors of mobile phones can be useful to find the optimum location
for PV energy harvesters indoors. Unfortunately, there are large variations in the readings
of ambient light sensors in comparison to conventional measurement equipment. Thus,
sensors in smartphones need to be calibrated to obtain relative information with the help
of ambient light sensors in smartphones.

6.4 Detecting defects in PV cells and PV panels

In this thesis, it was shown that low-cost, low-power PV panel tend to have large
variations in the available amount of output power when similar PV panels are compared
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with each other. These variations can cause a loss in performance, especially when
these PV panels are connected in series with each other. Usually, testing of a PV panel
is difficult due to the requirement of a precise illumination and a temperature control
to generate the standard test conditions. Here, a strictly electrical measurement was
proposed by forward-biasing PV panels and then obtaining IR-images with the help of a
IR-camera.

From the obtained IR-emissions, temperature maps were calculated in order to
obtain information on temperature variations in the PV panel. It was found out that
cool spots are an indicator of poor contacts that result in a loss of output power. Glass
encapsulation causes temperature diffusion, however, the effect is clear enough to allow
estimations on the loss in output power with the help of IR-images. It was also shown
that the loss in output power correlates nicely with the estimated defect area based on
IR-images and the measured geometric defect area.

One interesting phenomenon which will be investigated in future research is the fact
that forward biasing the PV diode is very sensitive to the anode-cathode voltage. This
means that if the operating point of the PV panel is located at or above the maximum
power point, the response of the PV panel is more sensitive to resistive losses, and - as it
consists of semiconductor diodes with a negative voltage coefficient it is also prone to a
thermal runaway, where hot parts of the PV panel conduct more, and get even hotter.
This may cause a reliability issue, and suggests that it is safer and more reliable to place
the operating point slightly below (instead of above) the MPP.

Additionally, in future work, the aim is to obtain IR-images from PV panels with the
help of synchronized thermography under outdoor conditions. Thus, the influence of the
irradiation has to be taken into account. The target is to investigate the performance of
PV power plans, in particular, PV panels which are installed in the field and cannot be
disconnected during the measurement. The aim is to detect defects in PV panels with
the help of a portable IR-camera allowing an analysis of the condition of the PV panel to
be performed directly in the field.
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